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at the Law
School

Scalia discussed constitution
but kept' em laughing
Tanya Rodrigues
News Editor

The visit of Supreme Court Jus
tice Antonin Scalia is likely to
provoke many reactions, but they
usually wouldn't involve $5 bills
— unless you are Gail Heriot, a
law professor at USD.
"The day that Ronald Reagan was
elected in 1980,1 was sitting in the
student lounge at the University of
Chicago Law School watching the
returns on television," said Heriot,
one of Scalia's former students.
"When they announced that Reagan
had won, I bet the student sitting next
to me $5 that Scalia would be ap
pointed to the Supreme Court by
Reagan. Too bad I can't remember
who the student was. Somebody out
there owes me $5."
Heriot's prediction was based on many
reasons, but basically Scalia was one of the
most brilliant scholars in the country associ
ated with the constitutional approach of
originalism, she said.
When Scalia, a conservative, came to
USD's law school to discuss his originalist
approach to the Constitution — he advocates
an original-meaning approach — at last
week's Sharon Siegan Memorial Lecture,

"The cases you worry about,
the ones you go back over again
and again, are the ones where
you like the result. Those are
the ones where you can't trust
yourself. But again, it's easier
for somebody whoknows what
he's looking for. I'm looking
for original meaning."
-Antonin Scalia
Supreme Court Justice
law students had uniqueopportunities to meet
with him,such as a guest lecture, a colloquium
and rare question-and-answer periods.
They not only learned from his knowledge,
understanding and approach to the law, but
from the candid and open way in which he
handled himself during his time at the Uni
versity.
"Scalia's style hasn't changed much since
I was in law school," Heriot said. "He's
always had a free and easy style. He's ex
tremely talented at answering questions on
his feet."
"I was glad that he came," said Dave Krause,
a second-year law student. "He's somebody
that reminds students that there's more to law
school than just making money, because

whether or not you agree with his views, it is
obvious that he loves the law, that he loves
what he's doing, and that's pleasant to see."
"He has a very informal manner, very
quick," said Heriot, who noted that Scalia has
always been popular among students.
"It's really an incredible experience to
have someone of that caliber speak at that
small level and to students," said Michelle
Brenot, a law student who attended the
colloquium. "It's not often that a person can

be in a small room and hear the opinions of a
supreme court justice."
"I think students enjoy seeing Supreme
Court justices," Heriot said. "I think it makes
them feel closer to the opinions that they read
in class every day when they see the judges
who have written them."
As Scalia opened his address, titled "Re
flections on the Constitution," to faculty and

see SCALIA on page 7
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AROUND THE WORLD

ABOUT THE NATION

SEOUL, South Korea — Seven Seoul city
officials were airested in connection with
the collapse of a bridge that killed 32
people, an official at the Seoul District
Prosecutor's Office said.
Yo Yong-won, head of the city office
responsible for maintaining the Songsu
bridge which collapsed, and six other men
in his office were charged with negligence
and causing death, the official said.

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — The
much-delayed opening of Denver's new
airport in Colorado Springs was on time
and within budget.
Officials at the new $140 million
facility, nestled up to Pike's Peak, say they
hope to lure travelers from the Denver
International Airport when that new facility
opens next year.
The $4 billion Denver Facility, whose
opening has been delayed four times, is
located 23 miles northeast of Denver,
which will be a farther commute for
residents south of Denver.
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HONG KONG — A Maltese oil tanker
broke apart and sank in the typhoonchurned South China Sea. leaving 17
people dead or missing, the government
said.
A government spokeswoman said 19
other crew members aboard the 19,855-ton
Thanassis were rescued when the tanker
sank 372 miles southeast of Hong Kong.
AMMAN, Jordan — An American tourist
was attacked by a knife-wielding assailant
in a downtown square but escaped with
minor injuries, a police official said.
The attack came four days before a
scheduled visit by President Clinton to
attend the signing of the peace treaty
between Jordan and Israel.

MINNEAPOLIS — Lightning struck the
control tower at the city's airport, knocking
out radar and radio and delaying flights for
a couple of hours.
The dawn strike sent a power surge
through the tower's electronics system at
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport,
wiping out all but one radar scope and
leaving controllers with only two of about a
dozen radio frequencies.
"Fortunately, it happened at a very slow
time of the morning," said Rob Burwell,
area manager for Federal Aviation's
regional air traffic control.
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CAMARILLO — Japan is satisfied with
efforts to eradicate Mediterranean fruit flies
in Ventura County and will continue to
accept produce grown outside a Medfly
quarantine area, a county official said.
The Japanese government had threatened
to halt shipments of citrus crops from
Ventura County because of the discovery
of 63 Medflies at St. John's Seminary since
Sept. 29. At stake was $200 million in
citrus exports to Japan.
The infestation has been restricted to a
generally small area.
LOS ANGELES — Parents who do
double duty every morning getting the kids
to day care and themselves to work will
soon have new commuting allies.
A day-care center will open tomorrow at
the Metrolink station in the San Bernadino
County community of Montclair, east of
Pomona, allowing parents to drop off the
kids and pick up the train at the same time.
Kids station is billed at the first childcare center ever built in a train station.
Metrolink, which operates commuter
trains in five counties, plans to open similar
centers in Chatsworth and Sylmar-San
Fernando stations in the next two years.
- briefs compiled from newswire reports
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The USD spotlight article on page 12
was written by Nikki Dudine, College
Life Co-Editor, not Adria Sandroni as
indicated.
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The VISTA is located in the tower
level of the Hahn University Center, in
the Publication's Office (Rm. 114 B).
Staff meetings are held every
Tuesday at Noon in the office and all
are welcome. Copy, press releases
and letters to the Editor are due Noon,
the Friday prior to the following
publication. To reach an editor (use
the 260 prefix if calling from off
campus), call x3754 (Opinion), x8756
(Sports), x4409(Outtook) or X4584
(News). Questions regarding
advertising should be refered to Brian
Wantz at x4714.
The VISTA is published Thursdays during the
school year, breaks excepted It is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues they generate Advertising material
published is for informational purposes only,
and is not to be construed as an expressed or
implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial ventures by the staff or the
University

Membership Includes:
• 100+ Fitness Classes Per Week
• 2 Mirrored Aerobics Rooms with spring wood flooring
• 9,000 Square Foot Gymnasium
• Outdoor Basketball Hoops
• Heated Outdoor Jr. Olympic-size pool (25 meters)
• Three Lighted Tennis Courts
• Outdoor Jacuzzi
• New Locker Rooms with Dry Heat Saunas
• Indoor Soccer Field with Natural Grass Turf
• Fitness and Gymnastic Center at Gaines St.
• Street-Style Skatepark for skateboarding

STATE-OF-THE ART
CROSS training QENTPH?
• 12 Llfeclrcult Stations
• Complete Set of Cybex
• Icarian Equipment
• 2 Lifecycles
• 4 Bike max
• 14 Recumbent Lifecycles
• Recumbent Lifecycles
• 5 Lifesteps
• 5 Stall-masters
• 5 Climb Max
• 1 Stepmill
• 11 Treadmills

Hours of Operation
Monday-Friday
5:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday:
7:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.
Sunday:
8:00 a.m.- 7:00 p.m.

Free Guest Pass
For Two
up to

$20 Value
Mission Valley YMCA
5505 Friars Road
298-3576

5485 Gaines St.
296-8411
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Student assaulted at knifepoint
Others warned, but not in immediate danger
Marny Harksen
Assistant News Editor

A handicapped USD student was assaulted
at knife point in a campus parking lot last
Monday night, according to Public Safety
sources.
The assailant attacked the woman as she
entered her car, which was parked in a handi
capped space next to Copley Library, said
Don Johnson, director of Public Safety.

City bows to a
porcelain god
The city scores a major
success and taxpayers
save as certain sewage
treatment regulations are
close to being waived.
see page 5

"Rapes are the hardest crimes
to prevent."
—Don Johnson,
director of
Public Safety.
The assailant forced the woman to drive to
a darkened corner of the nearby Camino
Parking lot, where the assault took place.
According to Tom Burke, Dean of Stu
dents and vice president of Student Affairs,
the woman described her assailant as being a
40-year-old, 6-foot white male with brown
hair. He was dressed in a suit and tie.

A USD student was assaulted as she entered her car in the
Camino parking lot, located next to Copley Library
"Rapes are the hardest crimes to prevent,"
Johnson said. 'These types of peopleare sick,
and go anywhere to find victims."
Johnson made contact with the woman this
past Monday morning and arranged to meet
with her and the San Diego Police Depart-

Better safe than sorry

Ten tips for a safer student

Immaculata
architect sucuumbs
The man who designed
many San Diego land
marks, including USD's
original College for
Women, dies at the age of
93.
see page 6

OPINION

1. Avoid walking alone after dark. If you must travel by yourself at night, use the tram, or call
Public Safety for an escort.
2. Avoid working or studying alone at night in buildings.
3. Lock your room door when you are sleeping.
4. Never prop open exterior doors to academic buildings or residence halls. A door propped
open may be an invitation to an undesirable person.
5. In apartments or dorm rooms, never allow access through security doors to anyone you do
not know. Use door peepholes and do not open the door unless you know the caller.
6. Call Public Safety or notify the resident assistant if you see a suspicious person, or something
that doesn't look right to you.
7. Never hitchhike and do not pick up hitchhikers.
8. When driving, lock your doors and keep windows rolled partially up whenever possible.
Always check the rear seat before entering your automobile.
9. Use only your last name and initials on the apartment door, mailbox and telephone listings.
10. Never dress or undress in front of an open window. Draw blinds or curtains. Call Public
Safety immediately if you believe there may be someone outside your window.
•Information provided by USD Public Safety

Kemp speaks on '94 election issues
|Former Housing and Urban Development secretary talks minority capitalism
Gene Eliasen

Get out and vote!
The VISTA Editorial ex
plains the opportunities
presented by voting.
See page 8

An effective war
Fernando Suarez analyzes
the difficulties of waging
an effective war with
interference from Con
gress.
See page 9

ment on Wednesday. The matter is currently
being investigated by Public Safety and the
San Diego Police Department
Johnson informed Burke about the inci
dent on Friday morning.
"Students are not in immediate danger but
do need to be aware," Johnson said.
Public safety contacted SDSU and UCSD
to see if similar incidents have occurred on
those campuses or if sightings of the assailant
have been reported. No similar incidents or
patterns were found, Johnson said.
Burke then contacted Rick Hagen, Direc
tor of Housing and asked that a safety alert
flyer describing the event and the assailant be
made and posted around the housing areas.
Part of the duties of the Student Affairs
office is to alert students of any suspicious
activity, including car thefts, robberies,
muggings as well as personal attacks, Burke
said.
"After we have acquired further informa
tion, a betterassessment will be made,"Burke
said.
The woman reported the incident through
USD officer Barbara Hughes, who has been
trained to work with victims of sexual as
sault. Hughes will be in charge of the incident
report.

Staff Writer

Jack Kemp, former secretary of Housing
and Urban Development under the Bush ad
ministration, addressed a group of about 200
at the Richard Nixon Library in Yorba Linda.
"We are living in 1776 again, but this time
it's a revolution of entrepreneurial capital
ism," Kemp said in the Oct. 20 speech. "This
time it's on the streets of Harlem, East L.A.
and South Central Los Angeles."
Part of the Nixon library's"Issues Forum,"
the speech was designed to inform people
about issues pertinent to the upcoming 1996
Presidential election. This year's speakers
included Kemp, former Vice-President Dan
Quayle and author P.J. O'Rourke.
Although he addressed many issues,

Kemp's focus was on minority capitalism.
He feels that there is a strong "entrepreneurial
spirit" among many minority groups, espe
cially legal immigrants.
"We must be unafraid of immigration. We
are not talking about illegal immigration but
immigrant Americans bring a spirit to this
country that is very entrepreneurial," Kemp
said. 'They are putting everything at risk to
come to this country; from Asia, Africa, Latin
America, everywhere." Kemp compared this
entrepreneurial spirit to that of his father, a
man who started a delivery company in Los
Angeles with one truck.
"Capitalism is not based on fear, it's based
on faith," Kemp said. "It's not based on
welfare, it's based on the family. And it's not
based on greed, it's based on freedom and the
future." Kemp stated that his experience as
HUD Secretary helped him to realize that

everyone he has met in wants to get rich and
wants their share of the American dream.
"I have never met a low-income family
that didn't want to get rich in America,"
Kemp said. "Not rich in terms of creature
comforts, but rich in terms of the ultimate
wealth of equality of opportunity: a home, a
job, a good education and a chance to call the
American dream a universal dream."
Kemp compared what he saw in a recent
trip to China to what he would like to see
happen in America's inner cities. Kemp
spoke of special economic zones that have
been set up by the government, zones in
which theeconomies grew by over 30percent
last year. In these special areas, the govern
ment gives investors tax breaks on invest
ments. In the case of these areas, the lax

see KEMP on page 6
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Women's Services Provider Exhibit
This community event will provide
information about services available to
women and children in San Diego
County. Over 50 service providers will
participate, including: legal assistance,
health services, alcohol and drug
treatment centers, housing, family
counseling, and employment assistance.
It will take place on Oct. 28 from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Recital Hall in
Balboa Park. For more information,
contact Holly Romig at 692-8672.
Quincy Troupe Noted writer and
poet, Quincy Troupe, author of nine
books, including four volumes of poetry,
will perform a reading of his poetry at
United States International University
on Wednesday, Nov. 2, at 7 p.m.
Troupe, who lives in San Diego,
recently was crowned with the 1994
Heavyweight Championship of Poetry
sponsored by the World Poetry Bout of
Taos, NM. He will be able to sign his
two most recent books; "Weather
Reports: New and Selected Poems" and
"Miles, the Autobiography. " Troupe's
performance at USIU is free and open to
the public. The reading will take place
in Zable Hall on USIU campus located
at 10455 Pomerado Road in Scripps
Ranch. Parking is also free. For more
info, call USIU's Department of liberal
and interdisciplinary studies at 6354653.

Yenna A primal passion and ill-fated
love collide with tragic consequences in
this contemporary classic play by the
master of Spanish drama. The anguish of a
barren marriage within the milieu of
Spanish masculine pride and complicated
by the social pressures on a childless
couple is the impetus of the final tragedy.
This performance takes place on Wednes
day through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sundays at 3 p.m. through Dec. 11. It
alternates weekly in Spanish and English.
It is located at 421 North Ave. 19, Los
Angeles at the Bilingual Foundation of the
Arts Little Theatre. All performances are
$15 and $10 for members of the Entertain
ment Unions. Tickets are available at the
BFA at the same address Mastercard and
Visa are accepted. The number for the
telephone charge line is (213) 225-4044.
There will be no service charge on tele
phone orders.
Beau Jest Don't miss the premiere of this
off-Broadway triumph. It's a side-splitting
comedy that will be enjoyed by everyone.
Opening night is Nov. 4. The show times
are Wednesday, Thursday and Sun.day
night at 7:30 p.m. and tickets will be $19.
On Friday and Saturday night, the show
starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are $24. A
matinee will also be held on Sunday at 2
p.m. are $24 a ticket. It will be showing at
the Hahn Cosmopolitan Theatre which is
located on 4th and J, next to the Horton

Meet senior facilitators Jennifer Teti,
Jason Steurnagel, Susana Rodriguez,
Todd Moran, Joe Greco, Shannon Goss
and Darcy Agatep. There is limited
registration to this event so RSVP by
Oct. 28. For more info, call Career
Services at ext. 4654 or visit it in Serra
300.

Grand Hotel in the heart of San Diego's
historic Gaslamp District. For more
information, call 437-0600.
Public Library Friends of the library in
San Diego have made available the new
and exciting book called "Exquisite
Cavdaver, a Semi-automatic Novel,"
written by 100 San Diego authors. The
novel will be available at $12.95 at most of
the San Diego libraries and several
bookstores throughout the county. All
proceeds above the minimal production
costs for this softcover book will go 100
percent to the San Diego city library
system. There are a limited number of
these books and someday may be regarded
as "rare." The surrealistic art was recently
appraised by the Jones Gallery at $750. If
you are interested, call the Friends at 5421724, or mail prepaid orders to 4193 Park
Blvd. at the Friends of the Library Office.
Add $3 for mailing each book. Profit from
each book sold will help each Friends
Chapter branch raise funds for their branch
library.

Toreros Men's basketball vs. the
Notre Dame Fighting Irish. Come
support your Toreros on Saturday, Dec.
3, at 7:30 p.m. in the San Diego Sports
Arena. Game tickets are available at
the UC box office for $5. Tailgate
starts at 5 p.m. Tickets for the tailgate
are $7 presale in the UC box office and
$10 at the tailgate. Students can sign
off a meal for the tailgate. See you
there.
ACA Support Groups The USD
Counseling Center is offering a support
group for adult children of alcoholics
who want to understand the effects of
living in an alcoholic family, and who
want to work toward more satisfying
relationships, increased self-esteem and
healthful self-care. The ACA support
group will be facilitated by staff
psychologists from the Counseling
Center, and it will meet Fridays from 3
to 4:30 p.m. in the Fall and Spring

Graduating Seniors Do you know the
best way to find a job? Do you intend to
wait until May to get started? Check out
the Senior Seminar on Saturday, Nov. 12,
in the Manchester Conference Center from
8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. to learn about the
changing workplace and hiring trends
while enjoying a continental breakfast.

see POST IT on page 5
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City passes sewage bill
Because of new bill, money won't go down the toilet
Gene Eliasen
Staff Writer

If you are one of the many USD
students that rent houses or apart
ments, the cost of flushing your
toilet won't go up dramatically in
the near future, due to a bill passed
by Congress that could save San
Diego $3 billion.
The passage of the bill is a major
success for thecity, which will now
be able to apply for an exemption
from federal waste waterprotection
laws. Since 1988, the city has been
involved in a lawsuit with the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency,
which alleged that the city wasn't
doing enough to clean up sewage
pumped four and a half miles off the
coast of Point Loma.
"This legislation allows us to
present our case, based on scientific
evidence, which shows that sec
ondary treatment at the Point Loma
Waste Water Treatment Plant pro
vides no more protection to the
ocean environment than the ad
vanced primary treatment provided
now, but would in fact cause addi
tional environmental degradation,"
said San Diego Mayor Susan
Golding.
According to the Clean Water
Act passed by Congress in 1972, all
U.S. city sewage treatment plants
must use secondary treatment,
which removes at least 85 percent

of solids from sewage. San Diego's
Point Loma facility currently uses
advanced primary treatment, which
removes approximately 82 percent
of the solids from the 180 million
gallons of waste water it receives
every day.
In the early '80s, the EPA ac
cepted applications from cities that
thoughtthey should be exempt from
this rule, however, in 1982, the
agency stopped. San Diego with
drew its application in 1987, when
it decided to embark upon a longterm upgrade of the Point Loma
facility.
In 1988, however, the EPA set a
deadline for all U.S. cities to com
ply with this rule. With no waiver
and with no concrete upgrade plans,
the city missed the deadline and
within weeks was sued by the EPA.
"The legislation gives San Diego
the flexibility it needs to embark on
an aggressive campaign to improve
the region's water quality and avoid
building a costly waste water treat
ment plant," said Senator Barbara
Boxer. "It represents the kind of
flexibility in environmental regula
tion that is desperately needed. This
amendment demonstrates that we
can protect the environment and be
fiscally responsible at the same
time."
The city has alleged for years that
the EPA standards are too stringent
because it pumps its water straight
into the ocean, which is exposed to

• POST IT
continued from page 4

semesters. Group sessions will involve
discussion and exploration of current issues
related to relationships, self-esteem and
psychological self-care. For more info,
please call 269-4655 or stop by the
Counseling Center located in Serra 303. If
you are interested in the ACA support
group, you will need to schedule a 15minute orientation interview with Dr. Jeff
Jones, senior staff psychologist.
Hey, Sophomores Eric Carroll and Dan
Sengenberger have organized the Sopho
more Hungry Hour at Trophy's, from 6 to 8
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 10. Stop by the
AS Directors and Senators' Office
downstairs in the UC at any time for more
information on other upcoming events.
Competency Examinations The
Foundations Curriculum Education
Requirements allow students to demon
strate competency by examination in the
following areas: Written Literacy (English
21) on Saturday, Nov. 12, in Camino 102 at
10 a.m. Upper-division Writing Proficiency
(«W» Courses) on Saturday, Nov. 12, in
Camino 102 at 2 p.m.; Mathematics
(Mathematics 11) on Saturday; Nov. 5, in
Camino 102 at noon; Critical Reasoning
(Philosophy 1) on Saturday, Nov. 12, in

more naturally purifying action,
as opposed to a bay or a river,
where water is more stagnant.
The city's view has been sup
ported by decades of research
and testimony by scientists from
both Scripps Institute of Ocean
ography and the National Re
search Council. They said
that forcing San Diego to
comply would be a waste of
money to the taxpayers, be
cause the upgrades are not
necessary.
Scientists have main
tained that water which
leaves the plant poses much
less of a health risk than water that
enters the ocean untreated. Water
from storm drainsall over the county
enter Mission Bay and other areas
where people swim — this, ex
perts say, is more detrimental
to the ocean and human en
vironments.
The last minute effort
was the result of intense
haggling by California
lawmakers, including
Boxer and Congress members Lynn
Schenk and Bob Filner. Senate
Republicans threatened to stop the
measure, which prompted Mayor
Golding and Governor Pete Wil
son, both Republicans, to call Sen
ate Minority Leader Bob Dole to
ask for bi-partisan support.
"This is a long time in the mak
ing," said City Council member

Camino 102 at 10 a.m.; Foreign Languages
(third-semester competency) on Saturday,
Nov. 5, in Camino 7 at 2 p.m. Students
must pre-register by paying a $25 non
refundable fee for each exam at the
Cashier's Office and bringing the receipt to
the College of Arts and Sciences Dean's
Office by Monday, Oct. 10. Call the Dean
of Art and Sciences to check for availabil
ity.
Commuter Lockers Commuter students
have the opportunity to sign up for com
muter lockers in the UC. Lockers are
available on a first-come, first-serve basis.
The cost is $20. The first $10 is the
refundable key deposit; the second $10 is
the rental fee for one semester. Contact
Kily Jones in UC Operations to register.
Women's Opportunity Week USD is
sponsoring a citywide event aimed at the
accomplishments and leadership of San
Diego's women as well as offering
opportunities to expand women's horizons
through workshops, seminars and activities.
Also on the Horizon is a live-via-satellite,
interactive teleconference/panel on
contemporary gender Relationships in UC
107 on Nov. 9. There will be discussion
groups sponsored by the Counseling
Center, titled "Our Place, Our Voice."
These discussions will be ongoing through
out the semester, focusing on bridging the
gap between feminist generations. For

Valerie
Stallings. "It shows that we can
form a coalition with our represen
tatives in Congress on an issue of
critical importance to San Diego
residents."
The passage of the bill doesn't
exempt San Diego from the regula
tions, but allows it to apply for a
waiver from the federal standards.

more information, for input, for questions,
comments and interest, contact USD's
Women's Center at 260-2396.
Electronic Extravaganzas Find out
what's new at the Copley Library. Leam
how to use CD-ROM and other kinds of
electronic information. The Copley Library
is presenting workshops throughout the
month of October focusing on the nuts and
bolts of using electronic information in the
library. Those studying business, educa
tion, humanities, nursing, sciences and
social sciences can attend workshops
designed especially for those fields of
study. For more information contact the
Copley Library.
Manchester Child Development Center
Need-based, reduced-tuition scholarships
are available again. The center can offer
scholarships for staff employees with
children aged 2-and-a-half to 5 years.
These scholarships will be effective Oct. 1
and will continue through August of next
year. To apply, obtain an application from
the Child Development Center or Human
Resources. For more information, call ext.
4620.
Healthy Reflections Hoping to help
participants understand their eating
disorders, identify what emotional func
tions food serves, develop better eating
habits and healthier attitudes about food,

The waiver will be presented to the
EPA in April 1995 and the agency
will have one year to act upon the
waiver request.
"This is a tremendous victory,
but the battle will not be over until
the EPA agrees to grant the waiver
to San Diego," Golding said.

practice new ways of coping with emo
tional stress; and reduce isolation, guilt and
shame via a network of support and leam
about other community resources —
Healthy Reflections awaits you. Group
meetings are scheduled for Thursdays from
noon to 1:30 p.m. The starting date will be
announced. For more information, contact
Pam Downie, staff psychologist at the USD
Counseling Center.
Fellowship Money Available for Gradu
ate Study Students considering graduate
study should look to the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) for a helping hand. Tens
of thousands of dollars are available for
students pursuing master's or doctoral
degrees in such areas as nuclear engineer
ing, fusion energy, applied health physics,
radioactive waste management and
industrial hygiene. Graduate programs
sponsored by the energy department
provide full payment of tuition and fees.
Applications are being taken through Jan.
31 and awards will be announced in April.
For more information call ORISE Fellow
ship Programs, Oak Ridge Institute for
Science and Education, at 1-800-569-7749.
Career Center Employer information
tables have been scheduled: Nov. 8 for the
U.S. Coast Guard; Oct. 26 and Nov. 3 and
14 for U.S. Marines; and Nov. 16 for Teach
for America. For more information, call
the Career Counseling Center at ext. 4654.
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Immaculata architect succumbs
Man who created famous blue dome dies at age 93
Miranda Maison
Staff Writer

Prominent San Diego architect Frank L.
Hope Sr., who designed USD's majestic,
blue-domed Immaculata, a San Diego land
mark, died this past month at the age of 93.
Besides the Immaculata, Hope's most sig
nificant projects include Jack Murphy Sta
dium, Balboa Park's Timken Museum, Mesa
College, the aquarium at Scripps Institution
of Oceanography and the San Diego College
for Women.
"I admire Frank very much as a friend and
a great architect. Frank was a devout Catho
lic man," said Monsignor I. Brent Eagan, vice
president of Mission and Ministry. "I believe
his faith was a special factor that allowed him
to interpret the needs of the church and the
University so well."
Hope quit San Diego High School when he
was a sophomore to work in the naval ship-
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ANNOUNCING

"I believe his faith was a spe
cial factor that allowed him to
interpret the needs of the
church and the University so
well."
—Monsignor 1. Brent Eagan,
vice president of Mission and
Ministry
yards during World War I. He later attended
the University of Californiaat Berkeley. Hope
then launched his career in architecture with
small firms and eventually opened his own
business.
The San Diego Catholic Diocese employed
Hope to design the Carmelite Missionary in
Normal Heights in 1930. Hope worked well
with the Catholic Diocese and designed many
local churches.

TWO NEW C R EF

In 1954, Hope took on the project to
design the San Diego College for Women,
which is now known as USD's
Camino,Founders and Sacred Heart Halls.
In 1964, Hope created the Immaculata.
The Spanish Renaissance style of the
University was decided upon by USD
founders Bishop Buddy and Rosalie Hill.
The USD's architecture resembles that of
the 13th-century University of Alcala,
which coincidentally also lies atop a hill
17 miles outside of Madrid.
"When I saw the University de Alcala,
I was jolted by its striking resemblance to
USD," Eagan said. "In fact, Alcala Park is
named after the University of Alcala. San
[Saint] Diego is buried at the University
de Alcala. There is a statueof him in front
of the Copley Library."
Hope's architecture has contributed greatly
to the University and to San Diego history,
according toJames Robbins, past president of
the San Diego chapter of the American Insti
tute of Architects.
"IHope] was the grandfa
ther of architecture in San
Diego," he said to the San
Diego Union-Tribune.

Frank Hope designed many
buildings for the diocese of
San Diego

ACCOUNTS

• KEMP
continued from page 3

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.
WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.

W

hether you want a fund that
selects specific stocks or one that
covers the market, we're on the same page.
Our new CREF Growth and CREF
Equity Index Accounts use two distinct
strategies for investing in the stock mar
ket, but both aim to provide what every
smart investor looks for: long-term
growth that outpaces inflation.*
The CREF Growth Account searches
for individual companies that are
poised for Superior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more
diversification, with a portfolio encom
passing almost the entire range of U.S.
stock investments. It will invest in stocks

EE

X

in the Russell 3000w,** a broad index of
U.S. stocks.
Like our CREF Stock Account, which
combines active, indexed, and foreign
investing, and our Global Equities
Account, which actively seeks opportuni
ties worldwide, the new funds are managed
by experienced investment professionals.
They're the same experts who have helped
make TIAA-CREF the largest pension
system in the U.S., managing over $130
billion in assets.
To find out more about our new stock
funds, and building your portfolio with
TIAA-CREF, just call 1 800-842-2776.
And take your pick.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.®

•The new fund* are available for Retirement Annuities subject to the terms of your institution's plan. They are available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuities.
••The Russell 3000 is a registered trademark of the Frank Russell Company. Russell is not a sponsor of the CREF Equity Index Account and is not affiliated with it in any way.
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc.

breaks usually amount to no taxes at
all.
"What we need in America, is to
encourage economic empower
ment," Kemp said. "There is an
economic power that comes with
ownership, and there is an empow
erment that comes along with that
economic power." Kemp suggested
that if China has no tax on capital,
then the United States should not
either.
"I found it ironic that I had to go
to China tosee free enterprise zones
at work," Kemp said. He suggested
that free enterprise zones be set up
in areas that have been designated
as in need of economic develop
ment, capital, increased tax base
and increased employment. Such
ideas include no taxes on capital,
in vestment and employment. Kemp
does feel, however, that all these
ideas relate back to one general
theme, personal freedom.
"Freedom is sweeping the world,
and the new world of this new cen
tury stil1 depends on an ancicnt spiri
tual value, human freedom," Kemp
said. "Freedom that is granted to us
by our birthright, the inalienable
source of life, liberty and the pur
suit of property and happiness."
Kemp said that while AfricanAmericans constitute more than 12
percent of the population in the
United States they own less than
one percent of the nation's 14 mil
lion small businesses. He also stated
that over 60 percent of the nation's
barrios and ghettos are owned by
the government. Most people live
in public housing and receive assis
tance from the federal government.
"We need to create opportunities
for people to succeed, and that can
be done by promoting some entre

preneurial spirit," Kemp said. He
suggested that the government fix
up public housing and sell it to the
current residents for lOcentsonthe
dollar. This, Kemp believes, would
encourage people to take care of
their property, given the fact that
they now own it.
"Make a contract with these folks
that we will repair, brick and mor
tar, through the federal government
and the local agencies of HUD and
then turn around and sell it to the
residents for ten cents on the dollar
and allow them to own their own
property," Kemp said. "I have never
seen a piece of graffiti on property
that was being moved into private
property." Kemp stated that during
the Los Angeles riots, no rioting
took place in areas where people
were working their way towards
ownership. This is something that
Kemp feels the Federal govern
ment needs to encourage.
"We tell women that we will give
them a check every month if they
don't work, don't save or own and
never marry the father of their chil
dren," Kemp said. "We need to
empower people to get out there on
their own and make a life for them
selves."
While never speaking in particu
lar about his involvement in the
1996 election, Kempgave the audi
ence an idea of what types of issues
he would bring to the forefront of
the election. His main issue was
still personal empowerment and
personal freedom.
"There's a Chinese proverb that
says there's a lot of wisdom in the
world, but unfortunately it's all di
vided up among people," Kemp
said. "People are the source of
wisdom and there is only one sys
tem that isconsistent with the infor
mation and the knowledge that
people have in a free society and
that is liberal democracy, just like
we have in the U.S.A."
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Law school welcomes Supreme Court justice
October 13
A group of students was harassed
while in their Ford Aerostar van
by unknown suspects. The
suspects threw rocks at the van.
One of th e rocks chipped a
window. No injuries were
reported. The incident happened
outside Maher Hall between 3:15
p.m. and 3:25 p.m.
October 17
A female student may have been
assaulted at approximately 8:30
p.m. in the vicinity of Copely
Library. The preliminary report
on the incident was received on
Monday, Oct. 17. The Public
Safety department and San Diego
Police are investigating the
matter.
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• SCALIA

think the evolving standards of
decency
are my standards."
continued from page 1
That standard, Scalia said,
would play to what he calls "the
weakness of judges — the diffi
culty
of keeping their own biases
students of law school on Wednesday
and
prejudices
out of the deci
evening, it was clear that his sense of humor
sion."
would rule the evening. "1 like this — it has
He cited his vote which upheld
a Johnny Carson feeling," he remarked of his
the
right to bear arms. "I hated
entrance from backstage.
that
result... but I was not at all
Scalia then tossed the speech he had pre
pared. "I think I'll just say the things I want doubtful about my vote in the
case," he said.
to say," he said.
"The cases you worry about,
Scalia discussed his originalist approach
as opposed to what he describes as "the the ones you go back over again
evolving standards of a maturing society," and again, are the ones where you Supreme Court Justice, Antonin
and the role of the highest court in the land. like the result," he continued.
"Those are the ones where you Scalia, discusses original meaning
can't trust yourself. But again,
it's easier for somebody who knows what Scalia said, in response to the latter. "I think
"/ don't know what I would do he's looking for. I'm looking for original I'11 leave that one alone." Although he did not
to answer questions regarding issues that
meaning."
if I was not an originalist. On
The matter of interpreting the Constitution might come up before the court, Scalia kept
what basis would I make deci was an "extraordinary thing" because there is the audience in good humor.
not general agreement after 200 years, Scalia
"I was shocked by his openness and candor
sions? Oh, on the basis of the said.
with the audience," said Cory Week, a sec
evolving standards of decency.
"The road will ultimately lead where the ond-year law student. "I think the audience
majority
wants it to lead," Scalia said. He appreciated his humor with such a dry sub
Well, I think the evolving stan
added that people come to believe what they ject."
dards of decency are my stan are passionate about. If society abandons the
"I think Scalia has an extraordinary blend
scholarly approach, then these people will of brilliance, charm and wit,"said lawprofesdards."
take control of the Constitution for them sor Bernard H.Siegan. "That makes it pleas
selves, he said. The law is a balance of ant and interesting for people to listen to
-Antonin Scalia
community interests versus personal inter him."
Supreme Court Justice
ests, according to Scalia.
Siegan added that whether students were
After his remarks, Scalia fielded almost 20 persuaded by Scalia's ideas or not, they were
questions from the audience. Queries ranged given a lot to think about. "It will be an
"I don't know what I would do if I was not from a justice's ability to block out personal interesting addition to their education," he
an originalist," Scalia said. "On what basis and political views to whether a fair trial was said.
"There's little agreement among scholars
would I make decisions? Oh, on the basis of possible in a high profile case. "The question
is,
what
do
I
think
of
the
O.J.
Simpson
trial?"
of
constitutional law about the major issues,"
the evolving standards of decency. Well, I
Siegan said. "I agree with him in great
measure and disagree in great measure."
"I thought it was good to have someone
from his distinct minority [view] represented,"
law professor Darrell Bratton said.
"It was fun," said AS President Jen
McCann, who attended the lecture,as well as
met Scalia at a reception earlier that day. "He
was a really candid man ... very witty."
Scalia, 58, is a Trenton, N.J., native, and
has nine children, "enough to start his own
court," he quipped.
Until appointed to the Supreme Court in
1986, Scalia had been a judge on the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. Before that, his work in the public
sector included general counsel in the Office
of Telecommunications Policy, executive
office of the president; chairman of the U.S.
Administrative Conference; and assistant at
and House Wine.
torney general in charge of the Office of
Legal
Counsel, U.S. Department of Justice.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 10 PM - I AM
The Sharon Siegan Memorial lecture se
ries is in memory of Siegan's wife, who died
10 years ago. Although respected as an artist
in painting,sculpture and costume, she shared
her husband's interest in law and economics
and helped plan many programs and confer
ences in the law school. The official purpose
of the Siegan series is to bring distinguished
speakers to the University to discuss issues of
significance.
When law school Dean Kristine Strachan
opened the evening with some brief remarks,
she cited the theme of bringing distinguished
speakers for the law school series. Past
lecturers include Milton Friedman, Dr. James
M. Buchanan and the Honorable Robert Bork.
After Scalia concluded, she thanked him for
KARL STRAUSS'
"thoughtful and provocative remarks." This
evening will have students discussing the
OLD COLUMBIA BREWERY
GRILL
Constitution for weeks, if not months, she
said.
1157 Columbia St. (at "B") Downtown » 234-BREW (2739)

KARL STRAUSS

Late Night
Happy Hour!
FULL MENU UNTIL MIDNIGHT

&
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TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

Get out the word, vote
No excuses acceptable for ignoring the issues
WRITE TO US!
There was a lot of events taking place on
campus this week and we have the letters to
prove it. The views of some students about
National Coming Out Day is the topic of one
letter and another involves the events of
Alcohol Awareness Week. A thirdletter takes
aim at an opinion piece that criticized the
Homecoming elections.
If you want to express your views on any
subject pertaining to the contents of the
VISTA, you may call ext. 4409 to leave a
message. Please include your name and
year in school. Traditionalist are welcome
to write letters to us by addressing letters to
USD VISTA; Attn: Opinion Editor; 5998.
Alcala Park; San Diego, CA 92110-2492.

An affront to United
In his attempts to cover the USD community
as a whole, Mr. Finete has managed to
repeatedly undermine our efforts to diversify
our campus. If Mr. Finete's agenda is centered
around critiquing the institution of Homecom
ing elections (Oct. 13, "Bring on the lookers"),
why must the issue of ethnicity be a means to
discredit the election process? Would the
elections be such an issue had the United Front
not sponsored a candidate?
We think the issue boils down to economics.
A candidate must receive financial support
from a specific group. One's affiliation should
not exclude an individual from representing the
USD community as a whole. We understand
that a Homecoming candidate should be
involved in many aspects of the school. We did
not sponsor our candidates as a token of
diversity. We believe they truly represent the
student body.
Mr. Finete asserts that each subgroup is done
its own thing. The United Front has taken the
initiative to be a part of the Homecoming
festivities. By using such a specific example
you have just caused mere animosity and
alienation in some of our members. That is
something directly opposite to thd spirit of
Homecoming.

The Nov. 8 elections are nearing and they look to have the po
tential to change the whole scope
of politics in San Diego, as well as
in Washington. Two years ago the
November elections were aimed
at our generation much like
credit cards are today."Economic
opportunity,"
"power," "choice" and
"freedom" were a few of
the buzzwords used in con
junction with a Motor-Voter
Bill to get Generation X to
the polls. But after all the
"choose
or
lose"
propoganda helped a young
governor get elected as our
president, we haven't heard
a whole lot about how these
most recent elections per
tain to the 18- to 25-yearold college student.
In less than two weeks,
we will have the opportu
nity to take part in some
thing magnificent, some
thing that should never be taken
for granted; Democracy. We will
get to decide, among other things,
who will be our governor, one of
our senators, one of our represen
tatives in the House and one in the
State Assembly.
The Cook Political Report, a
political analysis report done by a
company of the same name, re
ported that 54 of the 435 House of
Representative seats are a toss-

up. The report indicates a distinct
possibility that the Republican party
will take control of the House from
the Democrats. The same is being
said of the Senate. This could cause
a major change in how we are rep-

RUf

about, let alone the other 11 state
or county initiatives on the bal
lot?
Because election information
isn't being brought to our dorm
rooms, we are being put to a real
test of how strong our po
litical convictions are. The
voice of a completed bal
lot is one of the strongest
voices that a student has.
This election, more than
the last, could decide how
our generation fits in the
grand political scheme of
things.
The VISTA urges you
to go even beyond the act
of voting, to the act of
studying the people and
statutes on the ballot. No
one is saying you have to
go out and run for office
yourself, but at least know
the people who are run
ning for office. Otherwise,
how can you expect to be
represented when you don't even
know who it is that is supposed
to represent you? And here's one
for you: How can you get upset
about higher gasoline prices in a
few months when you may have
voted for a tax increase on gaso
line in November? But whatever
you decide on these issues, please
take the time to understand the
significance of the issues, of your
voting and of your not voting.

T
E

*

resented, but we don't see many
students taking notice.
Receiving the most attention in
the elections is Proposition 187, the
Illegal Aliens Initiative Statute. De
spite the controversy surrounding
the initiative, not nearly enough
students understand the full impli
cations of the statute.
With this in mind, the VISTA
wonders how many students know
what Proposition 185 or 186 is

United Front Executive Board

Objection to the
prejudicial
I would like to respond to a comment made
by Patrick O'Donnell, saying that USD should
not turn the other cheek on student participation
in regard to National Coming Out Day (Oct 20,
"Come out, come out where ever you are").
Actually, I would like to teach him a new
concept. The concept called tolerance would
best be described as freedom from bigotry.
Being tolerant of diversity is a hallmark of an
intelligent and enlightened society. Prejudice is
the province of the ignorant and uneducated.
Christian intolerance of homosexuality arises
from a few passing Biblical references
condemning it. But the Bible condemns eating
hoofed animals. How many Christians do you

see LETTERS on page 9

Write for the
Opinion section.
There is simply no
way that a few writers
can cover all the is
sues that you want to
read about.
If there is an issue that
you want the Opinion sec
tion to discuss then write for
the section or call ext. 4409
and let the VISTA know
what is on your mind.

VISTA Opinion Phone Poll
Do you think that O.J. Simpson can get a fair
trial with the media coverage at the level it is?

YES

28%

S

NO

72%

Note: This poll was conducted by phoning at random 50 students living on campus.
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A presidential blockade
Congress expects president to run with the ball, then tackles him
Efl resident Clinton will ask lawmakers to
revise"the War Powers Act next year. The
resolution requires presidents to get approval
from Congressif U.S. troops are in an area of
conflict for more than 60 days.

FERNANDO SUAREZ
Some have suggested that U.S. troops
have been put at risk abroad by the hypocriti
cal actions of a Congress that in the outset
acts ambivalently toward the president com
mitting troops to war, but soon afterward
(like 60 days afterward) decides to under
mine the president by making premature
resolutions for withdrawal. One can argue
that too often Congress only looks at the
short-term costs and casualties, instead of
the long-term benefits and opportunities
involved, when it pulls out the troops when
things get a bit rough. This often jeopordizes
our political and military objectives and in
creases the risk for our troops.
It makes it relatively easy for an enemy of
our nation to force our departure from a
location of conflict in the world by attacking
our soldiers. This was evident in Somalia
when U.S. soldiers were used as mere statues
instead of fighters. The military is in the
business of death and destruction and Con
gress must realize that in volatile situations
troops will get killed.
Conversely, it seems as if Congress does
not care how many foreign people die from
war and assumes that a U.S. life is worth
more than others. Hundreds of thousands of
enemy lives can be massacred without care,
but when one U.S. soldier dies, only then is
Congress ready to call it outrageous. Con
gress wants to have its cake and eat it too.
Regardless of this contradiction, we know
that war is wrong and death is unwanted, but

it is a fact of life that will continue to exist as
long as the human race exists. As long as
there is conflict, leaders of nations should
have the power to run wars effectively and
efficiently. War requires decisiveness and
expediency of action. However, this cannot
be done when the president's authority is
neutralized.
If the United States is to enter a war then
Congress must make up its mind on the
stance it wants to take. Either it should give
the president the tools and support he needs
to win the war, or it should do everything in
its power to make sure that no war occurs.
Instead, Congress straddles the fence and
ultimitely makes decisions on the basis of
party lines, favors owed or personal agendas.
The War Powers Act neutralizes, to a
certain extent, the power of the president in
volatile situations that demand immediate
action. Clinton contends that the measure is
an unconstitutional constraint on executive
power. The Clinton administration has had

• LETTERS

continued from page 8

know who abide by that condemnation? The
Bible, which I might remind you was written
over 2,000 years ago, sanctioned wife beating
and racism. Does that mean that USD should
only recognize the rights of white males? Is
USD supposed to perpetuate hate and bigotry in
the name of Catholicism? Last time I checked,
Jesus taught love and tolerance. In fact, Mr.
O'Donnell's use of the phrase 'turn the other
cheek' is quite ironic in that it is one of Jesus'
prime tenets.
I would also like to remind Mr. O'Donnell
that while USD may be a Catholic institution,
not everyone who goes to USD is Christian, let
alone Catholic.
Just because people choose to go to school
here does not mean that they have consented to
give up their identities. If I remember correctly,
USD's brochures touted the school's diversity
as one of its assets. On USD's admissions
applications, it says that it does not discriminate
on the basis of sexual orientation.
As for the anonymous USD senior who
apparently did not have the courage to stand
behind his beliefs, I fail to understand your
logic. I am not sure I understand how having a
nationally recognized day perpetuates the
negative feelings that the gay community is
trying to neutralize. Does Mother's Day
perpetuate negative feelings towards mothers?
Are you saying that gay people would just shut
up and go underground if they want to avoid
negative feelings? I am not sure what you are
trying to say, but might I suggest that if you are
going to be a bigot to bea lucid one. Your
opinions will not be recognized or valued if
they are unintelligible.

difficulty on several occasions in volatile
areas of the world. It had a hard time keeping
troops in Somalia and sending troops to
Rwanda and Haiti. This had made our for
eign policy look weak in the eyes of the
world, which is something the United States
cannot afford. Instead of the president shoot
ing himself in the foot, Congress has shot his
foreign policy straight to hell.
The struggle between the legislative and
executive branches of government over is Robert Moore
sues like the War Powers Resolution has
Law student
lasted two centuries. The intrinsic struggle
will probably never be resolved, and maybe
never should be. Each one keeps the other in
check.
However, conflict between the Congress
The first glimpse of Alcohol Awareness
and the president could lead to indecisive Week I had was a student raising a beer
action on the battlefield. This could cause triumphantly to a cheering crowd. He was in
the death of American soldiers, which would Tuesday's production in front of the UC that
make for a tragic irony — the War Powers was trying to show how drunk drivers get
Act causing more American deaths than it arrested (Oct 20, "No laughing matter").
should, in theory, prevent.
Somehow, this kills the spirit.
I admire the people who organized this event
which is trying to change our society's view of
alcohol. The task is a noble one but almost
impossible. Most people in our society think
nothing of the responsibilities that go along
with drinking.
A good example of our society's lack of
responsibility is our laws against drinking and
driving. Someone convicted of drinking and
driving can expect to be fined around $1,500
and lose their license for around a year. Isthisa
good enough deterent for an action that can lead
to thedeath of innocent motorists? I think not
The reason that strickter laws are not made is
because we fear taking away people's precious
right to drive. We forget those who drink and
drive would take away a right of other people:
the right to live. We are not willing to create
real punishment for those who drink and drive.
Why not take their licenses away permanently?
They obviously do not mind taking people's
lives permanently.
Alcohol Awareness Week will not do much
in the long run. I wish it could. The problem of
irresponsible drinking is not taken seriously by
our society.
Until we are ready to make people realty
responsible for their drinking, the problem will
continue.

Alcohol carelessness

Pamela Jacobs
Freshman
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Time to party on
M Effects of Alcohol Awareness Week
Cristina Fernandez
Staff Writer

Alcohol Awareness
Week
Did it affect the drinking
habits of the USD commu
nity?
-page 10

Travel Log
"The coast is sprinkled
with thatched-rooffishing
villages and at Batu
Ferringhi's beaches, inex
pensive luxury hotels
provide pleasures for the
Japanese or Australian
tourist."

-page 10

Now that Alcohol Awareness Week is
over, did it have any effect on the USD
community? Are people really rethinking
tapping that keg? Or are they partying on?
One student, who wanted to remain anony
mous, said, "When I signed the pledge card,
I had every intention of following through
and it did cross my mind when I had a drink,
but it didn't stop me." She also said, "If the
goal is to heighten awareness, then yes, it
worked, but it did not make me not drink."
She believes Alcohol Awareness Week is a
good thing for USD and that it should con
tinue to be an annual event.

"When I signed the pledge
card, I had every intention
of following through and it
did cross my mind when I
had a drink, but it didn't
stop me.
— Anonymous USD Student
Campus Connections and the Office of
Alcohol and Drug Education sponsored the
annual Alcohol Awareness Week. The week
is aimed at educating and advocating aware
ness of alcohol and promoting safety. Pro
grams were arranged to provide an alterna
tive to drinking. The program included a
DUI mock trial, an alcohol fair that consisted
see EFFECTS on page 11

Malaysia: Crossroads to Asia
The USD Travel Log gives students an
opportunity to share, with the rest of the
USD community, their travel experiences.
Any and all students are encouraged to
submit articles and pictures of their
traveling adventures. For further informa
tion or questions please call the VISTA or
come to our office, UC 114B.

Travel Log
Tom Shelford

We ask what no
one else dares
The nicest thing anyone's
ever done for you. From
flowers tofrat parties,
USD tells all.

— see page 11

Matt Rachau drinks up for Awareness demonstration

island thrives with a lively
mixture of Malay, In
dian and Chinese
people. Their Bud
dhist, Hindu, Con
fucian and Mus
lim orientations
do not seem to
dampen the open
ness and tolerance
with which people
mingle in the openair markets and boisterous cafes (many of

which sit below $10 hotel rooms). Physi
cally as well as ethnically, Penang is a
microcosm of Asian life. The teem
ing streets of Georgetown are filled
with the odors of curry spices and
durian fruits, while five miles to
the interior the traveler can easily
become lost in lush valleys filled
with tropical spices that 16th-cen
tury European explorers would
have described (literally) as "to die

see PENANG on page 11

Special to the Vista
My new friend Mahatma, a tawny-brown
rickshaw driver with blackened feet and a
toothless smile, brought over our meal of
curried prawns heaped on a mountain of rice
and two 16-ounce Singha beers, all for $3.
We sat at an outdoor cafe in the city of
Georgetown, Penang Island, where I real
ized that for the price of a Paris airfare and
one month's spending cash in Europe I could
fly instead to Southeast Asia and last for four
months on this island of nutmeg trees and
placid Buddhist sculptures.
Penang is a small island within ferry dis
tance from the west coast of peninsular Ma
laysia. Its location at the crossroads of
Southeast Asia is indeed a blessing, for the

Rainforest in Kinahalu National Park. Malavsa
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More Jade and sing alongs...
• Penang

Whal was the nicest thing anyone has ever done for you

continued from page 10
for". The coast is sprinkled with thatchedroof fishingvillagesand at Batu Ferringhi's
beaches, inexpensive luxury hotels pro
vide pleasures for the Japanese or Austra
lian tourist.
The island's most famous attraction,
however, is the majestic Kek Lok Si Bud
dhist monastery, whose nine massive tiers
greet whomever iswilling to made a wind
ing trek up to the top of a windswept
mountain. Along the narrow path to the
top there are many distractions, as Chi
nese women sell inexpensive jade and the
brilliant Batik silk print indigenous to the
region. At the summit one is greeted with
a sky full of cheerful, red Chinese lanterns
and thousand of intricately painted ce
ramic tiles, graceful arches and dozens of
smiling Buddhas. Penang was my favor
ite stop in Southeast Asia, and I left the
island with some beautiful photographs,
memories of guitar sing-alongs at
Georgetown's cafes and a groovy jadefrog necklace.

Kek Lok Si Buddhist Mon
astery, the major tourist
attraction in Penang,
Malasya.

| Antoinette Merrill, junior: "My husband sold
| his car to pay for my tuition to USD. Now he
I rides his bike to work!"

Laurie Magovern, senior: "When I was living
in Ireland last semester, my boyfriend came
to visit me twice from New Mexico."

Erik Iannacone, senior: "My brother was
nice to me because he let me tag along to a
fraternity party with him when I was only

• AWARENESS
continued from page 10

of tables with information from Mothers
Against Drunk Driving and the Oceanside
DUI Team, and non-alcoholic beer tasting in
front of the UC, which was a new event this
year.
A yearly event is the pledge cards. These
are designed to make students more aware of
what role alcohol plays in their lives. When a
student signs one, he or she is making a pledge
to abstain from drinking alcohol for the week.
The signed card is then placed on the wall
outside the AS office in the UC. Although
there is no way to prove that these cards have
any effect on the students, Aileen Alvarez, a
member of Campus Connections, said, "Be

off the mark

cause it works on the honor system, usually
students won't sign if they know they're
going to drink." It is approximated that 200
students signed pledge cards this year.
For the most part, students do believe that
Alcohol Awareness Week is successful at
heightening our awareness of alcohol. Many
felt that the events, like the sobriety tests
performed by officers from the San Diego
Police Department, help bring to the atten
tion of students the reality of what effect
alcohol can have on a person.
Even though the week is over,
those who sponsored it hope we are a little
more educated about alcohol and that we
will continue our heightened awareness.

by Mark Parisi
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off the mark

Melanie Wall, sophomore: "Last Valentine's Day,
my boyfriend took me to La Jolla on the beach and
gave me a poem that he wrote especially for me."

CHAOS

by B an Shuster

by Mark Parisi
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ATLANTIC FEATURE <T 1994 MARK PARIS!
ATLANTIC FEATURE © 1994 MARK PARISI

in the eighth grade."

It would take months for Bessie to forgive Lucy for
that one fateful night.

Anything interesting happening at USD? Write
about it for College Life. Staff meetings every Tuesday in UC 114b.
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Results • Schedules • Commentary • Analysis

SPORTS
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. the
men's soccer game against
North Carolina State will be
shown in the Traditions.
Thursday at 7 p.m. the
women's volleyball team
plays Loyola Marymount at
the Sports Center.
Friday at 7 p.m. the women's
soccer team plays University
of Minnesota at Torero Sta
dium.
Saturday at 9 a.m. the cross
country team competes in the
WCC Championships at
Belmont, Calif.
Saturday at 12 noon the
swimming and diving teams
take on San Diego State at
the USD pool.
Sunday at 2 p.m. the men's
soccer team travels to Los
Angeles to play Loyola
Marymount.

Columnist
USD Water Ski Team Travels to
ASU for First Competition

Casey Charpio

Toreros go unbeaten in
weekend series
Brad Bowles
Staff Writer

Amongst Red cards and ejections the
women's soccer team continuedits outof-conference schedule this weekend.
The Toreros hosted the University of
Pacific on Friday and the University of
California on Sunday.
The Toreros, who are 3-2 in the WCC
and 7-8-1 overall, showed the Univer
sity of the Pacific how to score on Fri
day. Within a period of three miuntes
and 40 seconds the Toreros scored three
goals. This was a new record for the
team.
The star of the game was sophomore
Michele Kennedy, who scored two goals
and had two assists.
With the two
assists Kennedy broke her own singleseason record for assists with 10.
The Toreros won the game by a score
of the game was 4-1.
In another out-of-conference game the
Toreros hosted Cal Berkeley on Sunday.
The Bears proved to be a tough chal
lenge, especially considering
the
Torero's played with only 10 players for
100 minutes of the game.
The Toreros lost goalKeeper Danielle
Lopez at the 19-minute mark. Lopez
was ejected for arguing a call.
Even with only 10 players the Toreros
were able to tie Cal, 0-0. They were

Jenny Jongesan stops Berkeley's shot
saved by them great goalkeeping of
Allison Worden.
This week the Torero's take on Uni
versity of Minnesota, fresh off an upset

victory over the 13th-ranked University
of Wisconsin. The game is Friday at 7
p.m. in Torero Stadium,

Toreros squeak by cross-town rival

staff writer

USD's newly formed water ski team
traveled to Phoenix last weekend to com
pete in the Crystal Point Estate Collegiate
Championship, hosted by Arizona State
University. The tournament consisted of
14 schools, which included San Diego
-State, UCSD, Chico State, Sacramento
State and Western Washington.
Ten members from each team com
peted in threeevents: slalom, trick ski, and
the jump, to form their overall team score.
Despite being a new team and only having
three members, USD managed to finish
fifth in trick. JayWeitechaledUSDinthis
event with 440 points. Other highlights
for USD were John Medak setting per
sonal bests in the trick and jump events,
and Doug Kincart's personal best in the
slalom.
UCSD won the overall competition by
making a comeback in the last event of the
day to overtake Chico State. SDSU also
had a strong showing in the tournament
with an individual victory in the men's
division A overall. SDSU will be hosting
the next tournament on Oct. 29th and 30th
at Fiesta Island (also USD's home course).
USD's John Medak said, "With favorable
conditions, we should be competitive in
the next tournament."

Brendan Hayes
Staff Writer

Last Tuesday, the UCSD men's soccer
team traveled down interstate 5 about 10
miles to square off against USD. Even though
UCSD is a division III team, they are a very
competitive. UCSD has been a contender for
the division III championship in the past two
years.
True to form , USD started off slow. The
Toreros were playing out of sync at the
beginning of the game. Not until midway in
the first half were they able to find their
offense.
The turning point of the Torero's sloppy
play happened when USD received a penalty
kick, which Guillemo Jara converted for the
first score of the match. Toward theend of the
first half, UCSD tied the score at 1-1, and that
was how the half ended.
The Toreros outshot UCSD by 10
shots, but were still only able to score on one
shot.
The second half showed USD back
on track. The Toreros played strong yet they
still could not score. UCSD got very lucky

Steve Shipley dribbles around a defender
and scored on a play that could have been
questioned for offsides. Midway through
the second half, USD found itself trailing
UCSD, 2-1. The Toreros broke through
with 1:30 left on the clock. Emile Wakim
trapped a pass off his chest, side volleyed

and shot the ball past the goalie to tie the game
at 2-2 and send the game into overtime.
USD continued to dominate the ball
in the first few minutes of overtime, but still

see TOREROS page 13
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Toreros lose a tough one
Tim Lynch
Staff writer

The Torero's four game winning
streak came to a halt as USD fell to Butler 3821 and watched their league title hopes disap
pear. The Toreros went to Indianapolis with
hopes of winning the Pioneer Football title,
but Butler and the nation's leading rusher,
Arnold Mickens denied them of it.
Mickens, whose is on pace to break
the NCAA career rushing record, came into
the contest averaging 223 yards per game.
The Torero defense contained him early but
couldn't hang on as Mickens and the Buder
offensive line finally wore them down.
Mickens finished the day with 263 yards on
47 carries and extended his 200 yard game
streak to seven consecutive games.
USD failed to capitalize on its op
portunities as it went into the locker room at
half time down 17-7. Butler scored twice in
the first half following USD turnovers.
The beginning of the third quarter
looked dismal for Torero fans when a Buder
defensive lineman picked up a fumble and
ran 63 yards for a touchdown. However, the
Toreros battled back trimming the Bulldog
lead to 24-21 as they entered into the fourth
quarter.

Quarterback Vinee Moiso goes back to pass
On a pivotal fourth down, Bulter
came up big on a broken play in which their
quarterback lofted a pass deep into die end
zone that ended up in the hands of a Bulldog
receiver. After this play, the Toreros were

unable to mount a comeback while Buder's
offense kept control of the clock by grinding
the ball out on the ground.
The Toreros are idle this Saturday
but face Azusa Pacific next week and wrap up

the season at home the following week against
conference opponent Dayton. If the Toreros
knock off second place Dayton they would ue
with Drake and Dayton at the top of the
Pioneer League.

Pizza
Picks
Sophomore soccer player
Michele Kennedy recorded
a six-point outing with two
goals and two assists to
lead the Toreros past the
University of the Pacific.
Congratulations, Michele,
for being this week's Pizza
Hut Athlete of the Week.

YOUR AD
HERE
If you looked here ...
so will your customers.
260-4714

Games

Brad's

Rob's

Minnesota vs. Tampa Bay
Cleveland vs. Houston
Chargers vs. Seattle
L.A. Raiders vs. Tampa Bay
Kansas City vs. Buffalo
Dallas vs Cinncinati
Pittsburgh vs. Arizona
New England vs. Miami
Detroit vs. N.Y. Giants
Green Bay vs. Chicago
Philadelphia vs. Washington

Minnesota
Houston
Chargers
Raiders
Kansas City
Dallas
Pittsburgh
Miami
Detroit
Chicago
Phillv

Minnesota
Cleveland
Chargers
Raiders
Kansas City
Dallas
Arizona
Miami
N.Y. Giants
Chicago
Phillv

Records

56-76

55-76

•TOREROS
continued, from page 12

was not able to score. USD was finally able to convert with
1:30 remaining in overtime. Steve Shipley passed to Emile
Wakim near mid field, and Wakim passed the ball back to
Shipley down field on a well-executed pass and go maneuver
which was topped off by Shipley's shot that rocketed to the
upper right corner of the goal, winning the game.
With strong play for the rest of the season, the
Toreros have a good chance to make the NCAA tournament.
Every game is a must win game. On Wednesday, Oct. 25,
USD will travel to North Carolina to face a very tough North
CarolinaState team which is ranked second intheACC. This
game will be televised live at 4 p.m. on Prime Ticket in San
Diego and will be replayed on Friday in UC Forum AB during
lunchtime. Upon returning from North Carolina, the Toreros
will prepare for their road game against Loyala Marymount
on Sunday.

14
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3x3 basketball

Doubles tennis

It was a Tour de Force in the finals

Regular season
comes to a close

The Final Four of the 3x3 basketball
Mulke of Sigma Pi II beat the Rejects off
leagues were held last week with some heated the dribble which allowed easy jumpers and
action present in all three divisions. The A lay-ups for their teammates. Jim Nguyen for
division saw every match go three games.
the Rejects had some nice penetration moves
The first semifinal match was a gem. This and hit some jumpers but just didn't hit
may have been the best played match of the enough. The Rejects just could not over
entire year. The Force defeated the sharp- come their lack of quickness on team de
shooting squad, 3 DWG's, 14-16, 15-13, fense.
15-9. This was a shootout as both teams
The other semifinal matched BADNAD
came out hot and stayed that way all match II against We Come Strapped which re
long. After two evenly matched games, sulted in an easy 15-5, 15-4 win for
Toure' Knighton and Michael Cairns of BADNAD H. BADNAD H controlled the
The Force were unstoppable in the third
court the entire match. They were too tall
game. They just couldn't miss. 3 DWG's and strong inside and outshot We Come
were paced by the hot shooting of Patrick Strapped from the outside. Jim Bojalad for
Murphy and Tim DeLange. However, they BADNAD n had a strong game hitting
just couldn't withstand the unconscious some long range jumpers. We Come
shooting of The Force in the third game.
Strapped couldn't stop the turn around
In the other semifinal, Ahunkes had an jumper of Gary Dennison, which usually
easy time with Bump and Grind, after the means a win for BADNAD H. Christian
first game, prevailing 6-15,15-6, and 15-9. Del Bosque had a nice game for We Come
Robb Cloyd just killed Ahunkes in the first Strapped, hitting some outside shots but it
game but couldn't maintain his hot hand for was too little too late.
the entire match. Matt Cannazzi had a nice
After fairly easy semifinals for both fi
game controlling the paint for Ahunkes. nalists they had a much tougher time playAhunkes just stepped up their defense after ingeachotherinthefinals. This three-game
the first game and ran away with the win.
match was won by BADNAD II15-9, 12The final was another intense three- 15, and 15-7. The defense of BADNAD H
game match. Ahunkes' game plan was to severely limited the penetration of Sigma Pi
limit penetration by The Force with strong n. BADNAD n, on the other hand, could
hand checking and hard fouls. The Force, penetrate allowing them to open up easy
getting hammered early, imitated Ahunkes' jumpers. Brian Pozzi of BADNAD n used
defensive style, resulting in a hard fought his considerable behind to clear out and
match. The Force played tough defense and create easy lay-ups for himself. Brendan
hit the shots they needed, thus prevailing Hayes and Matt Mulke got hot in the second
15-11, 14-16, and 15-12. Once again Dan game for Sigma Pi II but could not keep up
Valine was the man for Ahunkes; He used the shooting through the rest of the match.
his strong moves to the basket to get easy
lay-ups and open jumpers. David Plette
In the women's final, NROTC defeated
really stepped up for The Force, especially TAPS 15-9,15-5. The strong inside play of
in the third game, converting some key Patricia Johnson stopped TAPS' ability to
drives down the stretch.
score inside. Shawna Kiser of TAPS had a
The semifinals in the B division were not nice match hitting some key outside jump
quite as competitive as in the A division.
ers. Ann Black of NROTC seemed tobe the
The finalists had fairly easy matches. In the key player of the match, controlling the
first semifinal, Sigma Pi II easily defeated game with strong moves to the basket and
Rejects 15-7,15-5. Jared Daneen and Matt nice jumpers.

Tennis playoff preview: the latest line
Men's League
Team
GandG
Steve and Ron
DekruyflTDoherty
Paul and Jeff
Pushers R Us
L.A.D.
Aces
Grey Poupon
Nice and Smooth
Pucha
306 East
Chris and Kyle

Odds
6-5
5-2
3-1
5-1
6-1
8-1

12-1

15-1
20-1

25-1
40-1
50-1

Comment
Have been dominant
Have experience edge
Won toughest division
Dangerous if they show
Getting better every week
Facing much tougher competition
Possible semifinalist
Sure to play close matches
Also like them close
Won't survive first week
Yet to win on the court
Least likely

Women's League
Team
Aces
Natalie and Michelle
Julia and Alethia
San R a f 3
Gioia and Michelle
Elizabeth and Kerry
Alisha's Team
Alpha Delta Pi
Let's Go

Odds
4-5
2-1
6-1

6-1
8-1

10-1
20-1

50-1
99-1

Comment
Outscored opposition 54-11
The main danger
No match for top team
Seem to be improving
???
Likely first round casualty
Only played one match
Need easier competition
O.K. You're gone

This week marked the end of regular
season for intramural tennis. In the men's
league, matches were evenly divided be
tween "good" and "weak".
The first match of the week saw Pushers
R Us' Kris Alandy and Mike Dunn crush
Pucha's Gilberto Rosas and Jesus Escobar,
18-6! Rosas was defeated by Alandy 6-3,
while partner Escobar likewise lost 6-2.
Doubles was even worse as Pucha got
slammed in a 6-1 loss.
Another weak match occurred between
G and G's Klaus Gothardt and Zoltan
Gardolitz and Paul and Jeff's Paul Niebisch
and Jeff Haug, 18-8. Gothardt managed to
put away Niebisch 6-3 in the first set as
Gardolitz simultaneously defeated Haug 63. GandG then went on to crush Paul and
Jeff 6-2 in the third set, walking away with
another easy victory for G and G.
Now for the strong matches! Chris and
Kyle's Chris Burmon and Kyle Wehner
played great tennis against Nice and
Smooth's Michael Maguano and Jason
McKenna. Burmon lost the first set 6-2, but
partner, Wehner, managed to split sets, as
he beat McKenna 6-4. But, it all came down
to the double's set when theyfought tough to
pull out a 7-6 victory over their opponents.
Despite their tough persistence, they couldn't
come out on top barely losing to Nice and
Smooth, 16-15. Great match, guys.
The final competition in the men's divi
sion for the week was between Dekruyff
and Doherty's Juan Dekruyff and John
Doherty and Grey Poupon's DenisMartinMonty and Laurent Lesaigle. Dekruyff ham
mered Monty 6-2, but his partner also re
ceived a similar beating, losing to Lesaigle
6-2 as well. The best tennis occurred during
the double's set , as Dekruyff/Doherty
fought hard until the very end, winning the
set 7-6,7-5 at tiebreak, making this the best
match of the week by far.
Once again, all of the women's matches
showed little competition and blow-out
scores. Elizabeth and Kerry's Elizabeth
Toben and Kerry Suddes were absolutely
crushed by Julia and Alethia'sJulia Farsadi
and Alethia Bapis. Farsadi pounded Toben
6-1 in the first set as Bapis did the same to
Suddes, 6-2 in the second set. The same
boring tennis continued in the doubles set as
Toben and Suddeswere crushed 6-2, ending
in an 18-5 win for Julia and Alethia.
The second of the three yawners in the
women's league occurred between Alpha
Delta Pi's Carrie Kirk and Heather Bourne,
and San Raf 3's Jennifer Knuff and Audra.
Both Kirk and Bourne pounded their oppo
nents 6-2 in the first two sets and pounded
harder in doubles as they won 6-1. The final
was 18-4, San Raf 3.
And the last blow-out happened on
Wednesday between Aces' Kelly Kreisle
and Julie Watters, and Let's Go's Julie
Shepherd and Chung-Wei Hsu. Watters
showed no mercy as she 6-0'd Hsu in the
first set. Kreisle only gave away one game
to Shepherd in the second set, and The Aces
gave each opponent a game in the third,
winning 6-2, and taking the match, 18-3.
Playoffs will hopefully consist of some
tougher competition. Good luck to every
one!
Remember, entries for the singles tennis
league are due Thursday, November 3.

IM distinctions:
best of October 17-23
MEN'S SOCCER
Game: San Raf vs. Rubber Duck
Team: Sigma Pi
Player: JoeBrosnan
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Game; Footloose vs. Dirty Dozen
Team: Dirty Dozen
Player: Alisa Schiappa
MEN'S (A) 3X3 B-BALL
Game: The Force vs. 3DWG's
Team. The Force
Player: Toure' Knighton
MEN'S (B) 3X3 B-BALL
Game: BADNAD II vs. Sigma Pi II
Team: BADNAD ff
Player: Jim Bojalad
CO-REC (B) V-BALL
Game: We Kill vs. Not a Prayer
Team: We Kill
Male Player:
Ty Simpson
Female Player: Lynn Randall
CO-REC (A) V-BALL
Game: Free Agents II vs. Team Law
Team: Free Agents II
Male Player:
Mike Battin
Female Player: Karen Leung
MEN'S TENNIS
Match: Grey Poupon vs. Dekruyff
and Doherty
Team: Pushers R Us
Player: Juan Dekruyff
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Match: San Raf 3 vs. Alpha Delta Pi
Team: Julia and Alethia
Player. Julia Farsadi
CO-REC HOCKEY
Game: Delta Sigma Pi vs.
BADNAD/Free Agents
Team: BADNAD
Male Player:
Andy Schwab
Female Player: Jennifer Varsadk

Subway IM
game of
the week
Date: Sunday, Oct. 30
Time: 10 a.m.
Sport: Co-rec Softball
Match-up: Intimidators vs.
McKenzies
Two of the top co-rec softball teams
will square-off during the final week of
the regular season this Sunday. Although
we don't expect either the Intimidators or
the McKenzies to win the championship,
they are both still undefeated. And even if
neither wins the champ shirts, one will
win the party platter from the Subway on
Morena Boulevard.
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Co-rec volleyball

Free Agents
capture ,rB" title
Co-rec volleyball almost drew to an end
this week, with the winner of the B league
grabbing their first place title while Aleague found itself with only two teams left.
Both fans and players were anxious to play
a total of three challenging games in the
semifinals and finals but three out of four
times the losing team couldn't handle the
other team's talent and lost in two games.
In a B-league semifinal match, between
Riboflavin and Free Agents II, the Free
Agents won 30-7. Both Mike Battin and
Paul Tontz slammed Greg Johnson and
Chris Haase in men's doubles. True, the
Agents probably could move up to A league
next semester but they probably wouldn't
come away with an undefeated season. Sue
Barnstuble left the court in the middle of the
co-rec game due to a sprained ankle. Col
leen Engel put in a great effort in the 4x4
game without Barnstuble but was no match
for Debbie Revle, Christy Vitiello, Maggie
Kahl, and Leslie Fisher. Wonder why? The
games were a good warm-up for the Free
Agents as they moved into the finals.
Team Law came out on top in the other
semifinalbeatingtheLongHairs45-31. At
least the Long Hairs didn't lose without a
fight. DanHowlettandCraigCollinsblocked
and digged polishing the floor to a glimmer
only to leave the gym beat. After holding on
by a hair in the first game, the Long Hairs
slowly faded away. After Karen Leung and
Charlotte Chang helped the guys out in the
co-rec game and cut Veronica Connolly,
Cari Blackmore and Tracy Fitzner short,
they were ready to move on to the finals.
Free Agents H faced Team Law in the
finals. The games were close, the Agents
barely won the title with two more points
than the lawyers, 40-38. The Agents could
have lost if their women had given up any
more points. Chang and Leung played
another great game but it wasn't enough to
beat the undefeated Free Agents. Mike
Battin kept the tradition, pounding more
than a dozen kills into the lawyers. Battin
and Tontz kept determination in the final
game to gain back the win and the title.
Next season some players should move
up into A league, where they can have more
competition and others should use the break
to touch up on their skills so their teams
could at least win one game.
Ina n A-league semifinal, The Rippers
ripped apart Just for Pun in two game 3013. John Pacheco and Matt Berga led the
game in kills. Catie Tejeda and Tanya
Ridino had consistent serving, passes and
setting preparing for the finals. Just for
Pun couldn't get enough pointson theboard
to play a third game. They're a great team.
Hopefully they'll be a top contender again
next season.
Not A Prayer got worked by We Kill.
Once again only two games needed to be
played to show who deserved to play in the
finals. Tuan Nguyenand Marc Kruse should
have played the men's 2x2 in one of the first
games instead of the last. It would have been
a closer match if Ty Simpson, Paul Buss,
Nguyen and Kruse had met in the 2x2 game.
Amy Myhren and Lisa Hildebrandt could
only steal three meager points from the three
"killer women," Lynn Randall, Jeanna Allen
and Stephanie Hayes. Not A Prayer went
back to their old routine of talking and
working a lot but never finishing for the
points. We Kill came away with an easy win
and will play the Rippers in the finals.

IM reminder: Remember to
set your clocks back one hour
Saturday night.
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IM spotlight: Sports Club Competitions
singles tennis
Fall 1994
Sport:
Playing Days:
Info Meeting:
Entries Due:
Fee:
Format

Singles Tennis
Mondays-Wednesdays
Wed., Nov.2, 5 p.m.
November 3
$4
3 weeks plus playoffs

Day
Sat
Sat
Sun
S/S
F/S
Sat
F/S

Date
Oct 29
Nov 5
Nov 6
Nov 5,6
Nov 11,12
Nov 19
Dec 9,10

Team
Men's Rugby
Men's Rugby
Surf Team
Men's Lacrosse
Men's Rugby
Men's Rugby
Men's Rugby

Event
vs CSUSB
vsLMU
NSSA
UCI Tournament
Tournament
San Diego Champ
Tournament

Location
West Point
Away
Oceanside
UCI
Tucson
UCSD
Las Vegas

Co-rec basketball

Co-rec hockey

Another free agent team does well

Delts help Free
Agents earn tie

The co-rec 5x5 basketball league got
underway Monday night and the first game
of the year featured the Free Agents and
AKPsi. Actually, the Free Agents were
really the featured team as they crushed
AKPsi, 50-18. The victors were paced by
David Ashford's 11 points. AKPsi could
not get anything going offensively. Scott
Severe led the way with six points.

The Reckoning and Delts and Dolls had
the night's best contest. The Reckoning's
two-person gang of Cary Duckworth and
Gretchen Lees scored 24 and 21 points
respectively to lead their team to a 63-62
victory. Delts and Dolls were led by the
strong inside play of Christie O'Connell
who recorded 15 points.

Speed soccer

San Raf stays unbeaten, barely
The feature game in last week's men's
speed soccer league was a battle for first
place in division no. 2. This was a classic
match-up of opposites: San Raf is a fresh
man team that likes an open style of play.
The Rubber Ducks are law students who
like to wear you out with their physical play.
For most of the game, it appeared that San
Raf would prevail easily. Withfour minutes
to play in the contest, they had a 6-2 lead.
But, fatigue set in and the Rubber Ducks
came roaring back. The scored three goals
in three minutes but could not get the tying
score in the final minute and San Raf held
on, 6-5.
Another battle for a division title took
place in division no. 4. Suffer and the
Untouchables played a hard fought match,
but in the end, hustle on the part of Suffer
was the difference in their 4-2 victory.
Another top team lost last week. This is
getting so commonplace that instead of a
headline, it is only third-paragraph news.
Las Super Chivas were the victims this
week as they got worked by Sigma Pi. The
fraternity team finally played up to their
potential and sent shot after countless shot at
the Chivas' weak spot(read: goalie). Sigma
Pi never trailed in this game and won 7-6 in
a game that was not nearly this close.

In a battle for second place in division
no. 1, the Grateful Delts played Army of
Markness to an uninspiring 2-2 tie. Few
shots were taken as both teams appeared to
be looking ahead to the playoffs.
Speaking of playoffs and the worst en
trant of all time...
The Cosmos had clinched a playoff spot and
had a lead against a very weak team, but
managed to lose anyway. Despite the 4-3
loss to the A-team, the Cosmos are going to
the show and will win it all. Right?
Another match-up of playoff teams was
retitled "The Massacre of the Pu rple Headed
Warriors." This team had just come off an
impressive performance against San Raf,
but received a shellacking courtesy of Bud
dha Boots. Two players on the Buddha
Boots combined for eight goals while the
impotent Warriors could only score two as
a team. The final score was an embarrassing
10-2.

Finally, the classic match-up between
Strange Fate and Clueless ended in the
only way fitting for the occasion: A double
forfeit. How sorry!
In the women's league, only one game
was contested. The Dirty Dozen dropped
Footloose to fourth place with a 3-2 deci
sion. Here's a quick look at the playoffs:

MEN'S LEAGUE
Team
21st Ammendment F.C.
San Raf
Las Super Chivas
Suffer
Peach
Grateful Delts
Untouchables
Buddha Boots
Army of Markness
Rubber Duck
Cosmos
Purple Headed Warriors
Sigma Pi

Odds
9-5
2-1
5-2
4-1
5-1
8-1
10-1
12-1
15-1
18-1
50-1
99-1
OFF

Comment
League's only unbeaten, untied team
Need to play all 50 minutes
Still the team to beat
Hard to see them winning 3 in a row
Don't count out defending champs
Much better than their press clippings
Not as good as they think
Only losses to division winners
About as good as Saddam's
Longshot special
Pele and Chinaglia they're not
Won't score on the field, either
Best team not in the playoffs

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
Team
Petit Poison
Dirty Dozen
Power Rangers
Footloose

Odds
6-5
7-5
5-2
6-1

Wow! Co-rec hockey got underway last
week with an exciting match between Delta
Sigma Pi and Free Agents (with the help of
some Delts).
Scoring started right away with the Free
Agents/Delts first shot which was knocked
down by Delta Sigma Pi's goalie Phil "I'm
a lefty in a righty's world" Fong, but was
tapped in for an easy goal by Andy "Cotton"
Schwab. Delta Sigma Pi then answered
with goals by Rob "Harley" Smith and Brad
"It's me again, the goal scorer" Gertulla.
Much of the second period was domi
nated by the play of Free Agents/Delts'
Christina "I'm okay Noah, just run me over
at a full sprint" McKay and Jennifer "sixpack" Varsark, while Delta Sigma Pi's
speedster "Corvette" Yvette Anaya and their
enforcer Jen "convicted of assault battery
and" Larson controlled play between the
blue lines. Then the goals started up again.
Schwab tied the game up and then Chris "I
closed my eyes and then next thing you
know the crowd ischeering and I had scored
a goal" Dishman gave Free Agents/Delts
the lead. Not to be discouraged, Delta
Sigma Pi launched a final attack which led
to a goal by "The Frenchman" Denis-Martin
"Canadian" Monty and had several chances
to win it, but Joe "I have a soccer game to go
win" Brosnan and Bill "I want to go" Homan
could not get it by Free Agents/Delts goalie
Jerome "The Cat" Mastro who had 23 saves
on the night.

Comment
Law school teams top both leagues
The team to beat
Possible finalist
Beth needs more help

Do not miss out
on the fun!
Entries are due
today for:

Women's
Flag Football
Co-rec
Soccer
Halloween
Hayride
Call 260-4533 for more information
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ClAMIEDS
Vfe guarantee a regxnse or
y c u g s t o n e e x t r a v e e k . . . JKE€!

WHERE CAN 3,500
OF YOUR FLYERS
BE DISTRIBUTED
WITHOUT THE
HIGH PRICE?

CLASSIFIEDS

Types of Classifieds:
Personals
For Sale
Rentals/Roommates
Employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
Greeks

REFRIGERATOR- Sanyo 3.5
Cu Ft. Brand new. Paid $160 Sell
for $100. Call Jason at x7752
WORD PROCESSOR- Brother
model WP-1400-D. 3.5" disk
storage. Half screen, spell check,
spreadsheet. $175 o.b.o. Jason
x7752

EMPLOYMENT
$$$- Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Countey Living
Shoppers, Dept. J27, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727
ADVERTISING REPS- The
VISTA is looking for people with
good communication skills to sell
advertising space. Commission.
Call 260-4714 or come into UC
114. Experience the real world.
MODELS- experienced or not.
Fashion, photo, video. Part time
work. Good pay. 284-5095.
WKvXwX:::

TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK- Make up to $2000$4000+/mo. teaching basic conver
sational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many
employers provide room & board +
other benefits. No teaching back
ground or Asian languages re
quired. For more information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext J59791.

Costs: (20% off w/student ID)
125 characters, 1 week — $7; 2 weeks — $10
each additional 20 characters — $2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
• All classifieds due by 5 p.m., Friday prior to print
• Purchase at UC ticket window or call 260-4714
• Late submissions subject to 40% service charge

WANTED

FOR SALE
FOR SALE- Luxurious and spa
cious 2BR/2BA condo in presti
gious courtyard complex. 10 min.
walk to USD. Golf Course view.
Call 299-6654 After 6 PM.
FOR SALE- 1989 Yamaha Riva
Scooter Red, 200 cc, re-registered,
fwy legal, 2 helmets, 3100 miles,
starting at $1300 or best offer. Call
Scott x8868

October 27,1994

METALLICA CDs- Any older
albums including Kill'em All and
Garage Days. Will pay top $$$.
Contact Mike F. at 260-7679
BEST BUDDIES- It's not too late!
Develop a friendship with a mentally-ehallanged person. Pick up an
application in the community
service office.
ROLLER HOCKEY PLAYERSor teams for league or pick-up.
Monday & Tuesdays. Nite leagues
now forming. Call Jim or Richard
<§> 474-1000.
FAST FUNRAISER- Raise $500 in
5 days- Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated individuals. Fast, Simple,
Easy - No financial obligation. (800)
775-3851 EXT. 33.
HELP WANTED- Need 8 mm
tapes converted to VHS. Price Neg.
Gwen 720-1304.
WRITERS- Have a interesting story
to tell. Submit it to the VISTA.

GREEKS
ADVERTISE YOUR EVENTS the VISTA gives special rates for on
campus organizations...like you!
GREEKS- You need to have more
car washes. My car is really dirty.
HEY!- when do you sell those
books with discount coupons?

PERSONALS
SAY IT WITH LOVE The Vista
Classifieds-She'll know you meant
it.

SERVICES
TYPING- Perfectionist Typing
Service Reports/resumes/theses
Espanol tambien expert editing.
Hillcrest (near UCSD Hospital)
John 297-8743.
TYPING/EDITING/
TUTORING- English teacher and
editor will make your work look
great! 224-8060.

ANNOUNCEMENTS I RENTAI & Roommate

WOMEN'S BASKETBALLLeagues forming in San Diego. For
tryouts call Michele 427-7915
DANCE FOR FITNESS- Wed.
4:15 - 5:15 pm. A great workout aerobics, stretching, strengthening.
Call for other times. Barbara
Rinaldo 453-6258. Joanne's Dance
Place. 1437 Morena Blvd.

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
137S Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

2 BR/2 BA CONDO - Fall 94
Rental in South Mission. New
Interior, Decks, Furnished, Ocean/
Bay views. $1200/month.
(619) 488-2867
FEMALE ROOMATE- needed
Jan. or Feb '95. South Mission
Beach. Furnished. Great location.
Call 488-8321.
MISSON BEACH- Oceanfront 2
BR/ 2 BA furnished. $950-$1150
per month. Come See! 3443 Ocean
Front Walk. 259-1457/488-1395

WRITE
FOR THE
VISTA

4 BR/ 2 1/2 BA- 2000 sq. ft. house
tri-level. 2 car garage, hard wood
floors, 2 wood decks and a patio in
the backyard. Avail Nov. 1. $1500/
month. First, last, security deposit.
James 223-8065.
MISSION BEACH-Oceanffont 2
BR/2 BA furnished. $950-$1150
per month. Come See! 3443
OceanFront Walk. 259-1457/4881395

RF
<sAFF
JLJ mjj k3xXX
XL/

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT PAGE
BONUS SAVER 11

Rosecrans
Car Wash

HAND WASH!

** Rosecrans
Car Wash

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH and

HAND WASH!

TOUCHLESS EQUIPMENT

No Brushes No Cloth
The Right Touch!

Includes:
Hand Wash, Vacuum
Windows Inside & Out
Hand Dried
Sealer Wax

OPEN 7 DAYS
Behind Rally's Burgers • Enter on Kurtz St.

Reg.

$8.24

'l™ Extra: Vans & Trucks

3768 Rosecrans St.
298-0624
HOURS

1

3768 Rosecrans St.
298-0624

Browse our Greeting Cards!

PROFESSIONAL DETAILING
Now Available • Interior & Exterior

MON-SAT 8:00AM - 5:00PM
SUN 8:30AM - 5:00PM

'COUPON EXPIRES 11/27/5*4 <

$

~l

LSD RUGBY NIGHT

Sophia's 9\(aiCs
NAM- TO

At Tio Leos

WOWCW & Kit-hi

@ Napa/Morena
542-1462

(S19) 275-2544

Wed. November 2

—
Tips u f Acrylic

<it 9.99

•.

"NO COVER -

*t3>22.99

Silk?fiberglass

#

Acrylic FtHs

<,

>22.99

CELEBRATE THE BEGINNING OF THE
RUGBY SEASON
f
FIRST GAME: Sat. Oct 29th
T ftF)

>22.99

Cy'l
I- / .!Cifss'y
A > A.
fl'fcr *Pxtf#
fitS

....

^

154,99

Gel f ills

'•t >: tji)

Mmtictire*

•*

Pedicure.*

%it

( I f } i\\
« I«
,>> 4>
C/fJX'ViiO
V«i
/(M
Jw V-S>

7,99

vs. OMBAC
1:00 p.m. at West Point Rugby Pitch

Long Nails Extra

L.

mm. no CHICKS

J

PRESIDIO LIQUOR
5139 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego, CA. 92110

I
I
I
I
I
I
L
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
JExpjresl 1/10/94|

Boone's
Any Flavor

$1.79

Limit 4 per coupon
SPECIAL COUPON OFFER

12 Pack of
Natural Light or Keystone
$3.99
Limit 2

I
I
I
I
Cans
I
I
I
ExpiresU/H)/94j

Point 523-9220
Loma Tan

-5 minutes from USD!
Wolff Tanning System
-Not good w/ any other offer
Wc will accept competitor coupons, but their restrictions apply.

1 month unlimited"! f~~ 3 yans

~I

f2"months unlimited

withjhis couponj [With this coupcmj

^v[th_this coupon

| $35 j j

$9 !! $60

3555 Rosecrans St. Suite 203 San Diego, CA 92110
(in Rubio's complex)

DRINKS - DANCING

r'

RUGBY

clip and save

ONE FREE CLASSIFIED
AD
MUST PRESENT THIS AD IN ORDER TO RECEIVE FREE
ADVERTIS MENT.

Present this to the UC BOX Office.

Back Page
Classifieds
CAN NOT BE USED WITH OTHER DISCOUNTS
ONE PER CUSTOMER
EXPIRES 11/6/94

-a
<

ct>
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Geriatric Rock
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The Rolling Stones have been
around since the early Juras
sic period, but still have it in
their fifty-something bodies
to shake their boo-tays. Out
look Editor Todd Moran re
views the Stone experience
at Jack Murphy stadium.
see pages D-E

Lost In Eden
Director Garry Marshall's
latest film , "Exit to Eden,"
tackles every one's most fa
vorite taboo — sex. Dana
Delany and Paul Mercurio
star as hot and heavy lovers
on an island where anything
you've ever dreamed of is
magically fulfilled.
see page F

Platinum Jive
Really cool guy Chris Woo
reviews the latest album from
Big Chief, formerly of
Seattle's bread and butter
indie label, Sub Pop. Is the
band's major label debut well
worth your time or just an
other over-produced mess?
Read on for the scoop.

Lucy's heats up Halloween
Halloween Party featuring
Lucy's Fur Coat w/ Inch,
Uncle Joe's Big '01 Driver,
fluf, Deadbolt, Charo Trick
and the B-Side Players
Red Lion Hotel
Mann Hazard Center
Saturday, October 29
8 p.m.
21 & up

Joey Santos
Outlook Art Director
The local "alternative" rock scene ex
ploded with the signing of Rocket From
the Crypt and Drive Like Jehu in 1992.
Since then, major record labels have been
sniffing around San Diego clubs search
ing for Rocket Jr. and Little Jehu.
In the post-Rocket signing glut, grunge
mongers Lucy's Fur Coat, headliners of
this year's Casbah Halloween Party, were
snapped up by Relativity Records. Rela
tivity is a fairly prominent indie label,
sporting a link to the Sony recording cor
poration.
There was a general feeling of disbelief
within the club circuit about the signing of
Lucy's. After all, these were the guys who
were playing rock music just for kicks.Their
hormone-driven guitar core never took itself
too seriously, and all the members had steady
day jobs. Lucy's vocalist, the outspoken
Charlie Ware, had to give up his job as a
certified public accountant to go on tour after
the release of Lucy's debut album, Jaundice.
Jaundice has done really well locally, fill
ing the position formerly held by Rocket's
Circa:Now! as the most played local album
on 9IX. The video for "Treasure Hands," the
album' s first single, was a regular on MTV's
"120 Minutes"for a few weeks. But the band
has weathered some pretty bad reviews from
both indie and well-established music maga
zines.

L U C Y ' S

F U R

C O A T

Their live show iseffective—Ware prowls wild stage show for the audience in attenthe stage like a madman, sporadically con- dance. The just-turned trio always put on a
vulsing in fits of schizophrenic passion. Gui- powerful set,and plans to showcase a battery
tarist Mike Santos is a real talent. If one is a of new material.
Lucy's fan, the band's shows never disapUncle Joe's Big 'Ol Driver, fresh from a
point. The great thing about the group is that CMJ appearance, are always at their best
when they put on a good show, their person- • when they're good and drunk. Fluf never
ality and personna is contagious — one can't disappoints, delivering hooky riff-heavy gahelp but have a good time.
rage rock. Charo Trick arc hilarious, combinUnfortunately, Lucy's is also notorious for ing the campy pop of a Cheap Trick cover
putting on extremely sloppy shows. There is band with Cristina Garcia's dead-on impera certain charm to sloppy cock rock, but sonationof that'70sculturalanomalyCharo.
Lucy's charm tends to wear very thin when
While this year's Casbah party may not be
they're having a bad night.
representative of the plethora of really good
But there are plenty of other reasons to new local bands (Tanner, Boilermaker and
head to the Casbah show besides Lucy's Fur Clickatat Ickitawi), it is definitely a good
Coat. Opening band Inch, who was featured show worth checking out.
in last week's Outlook, is planning a pretty

see page G

Soundbites
Mood music for "Melrose
Place," Alyssa Milano seems
to be overly irate, Sebadoh
makes a Conan 'O Brien ap
pearance that's really great
and Littlefoot, along with the
rest of the "Land Before
Time" gang, jump out of the
Christmas gift gate.
see page G

"Tartufie," presented by the USD un
dergraduate theater program, began its
five night run last night at Shiley The
atre. Senior Matt Lorenz stars as the
rogue Tartuffe, a baroque trickster who
will stop at nothing to get what he wants;
his benefactor's wife, daughter
(Katherine Sniffen, pictured left with
Lorenz) and property.
'Tartuffe" will be presented nightly at
8 p.m., except for Sunday, Oct. 29 when
curtain call is at 7 p.m. Sunday is USD
student night where all student admis
sion will be reduced from $5 to $3. Ad
mission is $7 for all general public.

D • Outlook

Todd Moran
Outlook Editor

The Rolling Stones have a yinyang affect. In one way they are
appalling. On the other hand, ifs
hard not to worship them.
Imagine your father on stage, dancing around,
having brassieres thrown at him. You'd be embar
rassed right? Imagine the pain and torture the
children of the Rolling Stones have to go through.
Yet, due to the mysticism that surrounds perform
ers 15-year-old girls dream of kissing Mick Jagger
while the idea of kissing their parents good night
is, like, revolting.
The gimmick of this tour coincided with their
recent release, Voodoo Lounge. This brings about
associations of serpents, black magic and novelties
we middle-upper class American workers can't
possibly imagine for ourselves. Thankfully, the
rebellious Stones provided one night to allow the
common folk escape from the monotonous lifestyles
they lead.
When setting eyes on the "Voodoo Lounge" stage for the
first time the word that comes to mind is immense. Accord
ing to a press release, "The stage alone incorporates 170
tons of steel and aluminum. That's enough steel to build 180
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littered with pyrotechnic equipment. This Jagger took a breather and Keith Richards
created a spectacular display along with,"The was allowed to play some of his solo work.
Cobra," at the beginning of the concert. The There was a noticeable lull in the crowd
most spectacular part of the show was the during these songs.
Throughout the concert, I couldn't help but
immense lighting. Colored and blinking lights
think
if there was somethingelse, some cause
and revolving lights provided an even more
more
deserving of all of this steel and power
dramatic effect toan already spectacularshow.
and
money.
The "Voodoo Lounge" sends a
Just before, "Sympathy For The Devil,"
Once the reality of these statements start to
statement
about
our society and other modern
the stage lights went dark and inflatable fig
sink in, they become appalling. What a
societies.
It
shows
that we common folk have
ures were blown up in the dark. The lights
waste! That's the
lost an ability to be creative. Our society
equivalent of enough
has become so specialized, we need our
Budweiser to provide
musicians and actors as much as our
every student at USD
dentists and mechanics.
with their own keg of
Just before we self-destruct from the
beer!
pressures of our daily routine, along
The stage was 220 feet
comes a Stones concert or a film or a
wide and 92 feet long.
football game. For a few hours we are
There were walkways
able to escape the meager lives we have
extending from both
created. We release our pent up aggres
sides of the stage into
sion and stress by singing along with
the crowd, allowing
Mick, lighter raised in the air.
Mick the opportunity to
Each time a junkie takes a hit, the hit
get closer to more
gets bigger and bigger. It takes more to
people. There were two
reach the same level of enjoyment as
other walkways set
before. This concept applies to the fans
higher and farther back
of the Stones and also to the entertain
than the others, allow
ment
industry.
The Stones invited local press to view
ing Mick and the others
Fans expect bands and their shows to
their massive stage before the show.
to walk higher than the
provide them with a "trip" in a certain
crowd for a different
sense. They expect the next one to be bigger
slowly started to rise and then exploded to
view.
and better than the last one. This has been true
expose the Mardi Gras-esque figurines, in
The area behind the band contained a huge
of the Rolling Stones. With each consecutive
Jumbotron videoscreen which offered graph cluding a skeletal voodoo doctor, beaded tour the stage gets bigger and the show be
ics to accompany most of the songs, includ necklaces and goat's head which covered the comes more extravagant.
ing a mouth with spiky tongue that would top of the Jumbotron screen and hung down
This is true in the realm of record deals as
lash out of the mouth and around the lips. from other towering heights of the stage.
well. Voodoo Lounge is the Stones' first
The Stones played a lot of their popular
There was an elevated platform for the ac
album under a deal for three records with
oldies
including "Satisfaction,""Jumpin'Jack
companying horn section, and an immense
Virgin. It is estimated that they signed to the
structure called, "The Cobra." At the top of, Flash" and "Paint It Black."They also played Virgin label for $50 million.
several songs off of Voodoo Lounge, includ
"The Cobra," was a flame thrower that spit
This is also the first album that was made
ing "You Got Me Rocking" and "Sparks Will
forth flames as the Stones took the stage.
without bassist Bill Wyman. After the '89The seating area in back of the stage was Fly." Towards the mid point of the show,

white Ford Broncos and enough alu
minum to manufacture 275,000 cans
of Budweiser." The stage took four
days to construct. It also requires three
different steel crews to leap frog
around the country.

90 Steel Wheels/Urban Jungle Tour, Wyman
old the others that he had had enough. He
vas replaced by Darryl Jones, who has played
with Miles Davis, Sting and Madonna.
While watching the concert and hearing
songs from many different periods of the
Stones' long existence, I was surprised by
tow little the band has actually evolved in
erms of its sound. With the exception of a
lard-core Stones fan, it is very hard to tell the
difference between a song from the '70s and
a song from the '80s. There might be a little
more guitar sound one year and a little more
bass sound another, butexcept for these minute
details, there has been very little that has
changed in regards to the sound of the Stones.
Some mieht areue that this is due to the faet
that the Stones were perfect when they first
formed. Why mess with perfection? The an
swer is, because the definition of perfection is
constantly changing. This has been the key to
the success of the Rolling Stones. They are
continuously polishing and buffing their per
formances and image to match society's
changing definition of perfection.
Every so often, a musical group appears
and it causes a musical revolution. The group
manages to change the way music is inter
preted and listened to. It then influencesother
musicians minds and provides them with an
influence and a guide into a new realm. The
Beatles are one such group.
Many musicians, from the time period of
the release of Sgt. Peppers' Lonely Hearts
Club Band, indicated that this album was one
of the greatest influences on them and com
pletely changed the definition of music at that
time. Yet, when the Beatles continued to
evolve in sound and explore the field of
music, many fans weredisappointed and their
popularity started to diminish. This wasn't
the drug they were used to!
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The Stones are a different story. They
have notevolved so much as they have fine
tuned. There is very little difference be
tween the Stones of the '60sand the Stones
of the '90's. They havea few morewrinkles,
consumed more drugs, completed more
projects, but the sound remains the same.
As time has passed, the Stones have
gotten more popular. Parents, upon re
membering their teenage years with the
Stones, pass their love of the group on to
their kids. Similar to an heirloom. The
concert was an interesting mix of baby
boomers, Generation X'ers and those that
managed to survive the disco and
Woodstock eras. The only way the Stones'
DODularitv will diminish is if all 40-60 year
olds suddenly disappeared from the planet.
After the concert, I was still in awe. I had
the feeling that I had just experienced some
thing very rare, the likes of which I might
not ever see again. The Rolling Stones had
put on a quality show. They are experi
enced musicians and performers. They
hired one of the best set designers, Mark
Fisher, who devised the sets for the current
Pink Floyd show and U2's Zoo TV tour.
They provided a tremendous fix for the
junkies who have had to wait the long
thirteen years for them to return to San
Diego.
Just as the dinosaur and the dodo before
them, the Rolling Stones will become ex
tinct. The Stones have alluded to the fact
that there is a small chance they will not
record another album after this. Upon the
death of the last Rolling Stones fan or upon
the discovery of a new "drug", the Stones
will fade out of the spotlight as so many
others have done.

The massive "Cobra 7 was the main attraction
the Stones' enormous stage at Jack Murphy.
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Paul Mercurio and Dana Delany in Garry Marshall's new film, "Exit to Eden"

Lost in the garden of "Eden"
Beth Brewster
Staff Writer
Imagine a haven for any and all sexual
fantasies.
As a guest in this resort you are wel
come to come by yourself, with a friend,
significant other or even your spouse.
Once you enter the island, you are given
a "servant," to fulfill your every wantand
need. You are not limited to this one
servant, and requests are accepted and
encouraged. Everyone on the island has
been tested for HIV and other sexually
transmitted diseases so that you can en
joy all your fantasies without the fear of
disease.
Welcome to Eden Island, the neoBabylon at the center of "Exit To Eden,"
director Garry Marshall's latest film
which is an adaptation of the popular
Anne Rice novel. The movie has your
basic plot set in a very different kind of
place.
Eden Island, and even the movie, may
appear to be filled with S&M, bondage
and wild fantasies. If snot. Marshall (who

also directed "Pretty Woman") has cre
ated a movie about a serious subject. If
one chooses to get past the obvious
comic relief, one may begin to under
stand a situation that touches each of us
at some point in our lives.
Elliot Slater (Paul Mercurio) is being
hunted on Eden Island by twocriminals
(Stuart Wilson and supermodel Iman)
for a picture he accidentally took. The
cops assigned to the case (Rosie 'O
Donncll and Dan Ackroyd) have been
sent to the island to find Elliot, warn him
of his danger and retrieve the photo. The
officers are also hoping to catch the
criminals, using Elliot as bait, so they
can arrest the evil-doers for smuggling
diamonds.
In the meantime, Elliot falls in love
with the head dominatrix Lisa (Dana
Delany). The relationship that grows
between Elliot and Lisa is an example
of the problems many relationships face
in the '90s.
"Exit to Eden" is about being in touch
with what we want, and learning how to
feel comfortable enough with ourselves
and our partners in order to ask for these

things. This is an important issue that is
rarely talked about. It was interesting
to watch the audience squirm a bit
during certain scenes because they did
not know how to react to the uncom
fortable issue on the screen in front of
them. Many people never deal with
personal sexual issues, and end up feel
ing unhappy and unfulfilled. That's
when they end up at a place like Eden
Island.
Sexual anxiety is probably not a
universal experience. There are un
doubtedly a few courageous souls that
know exactly what they want, and have
someone in their lives willing to share
their fantasies with. "Exit to Eden" is
for the rest of the people who don't
know what they want, nor how to ask
for it.
"Exit to Eden" provides an interest
ing glimpse at where America is headed
with our collective sexuality. If society
does not start dealing with these issues
in every day life, we all may end up on
Eden Island trying to fulfill all our
fantasies because we are too afraid to
tell our partners about them.

Creating a new 'Pulp' genre
overpowers the other actors. He grabs the audience with his
mean but lovable personality.
Staff Writer
Through a series of events interrelated, these characters
Quentin Tarantino, director of "Reservoir Dogs," takes come across a crooked boxer, B utch Coolidge (Bruce Willis);
the audience through a terrifying yet hilarious ride of blood, a problem solver, Mr. Wolf (Harvey Keitel); the boss' wife,
guts, fixed fights, strange sex and a gold wristwatch that Mia (Uma Thurman) and various other characters.
Comic terror is brilliantly displayed in "Pulp Fiction."
makes a dark journey down through the generations in his
Unlike "Reservoir Dogs" which makes you laugh until the
new movie, "Pulp Fiction."
Tarantino's trademarks have been tough-gut killers, wise- end, "Pulp Fiction" never stops the audience's laughter. The
guy dialogue, jackknifed plots, pop culture in-jokes and same morbid gasps are heard from time to time throughout the
scalding ultra-violence played out in stylish spasms. theater. This is especially present in a scene where Uma
Tarantino's scripts have also come to life in Tony Scott's Thurman has to be given an adrenaline shot by John Travolta
"True Romance," and in Oliver Stone's "Natural Born Kill through the breast plate. Half the audience went under their
seats the others laughed.
ers" — the latter heavily rewritten to its authors dismay.
Tarantino said in Interview magazine, " Even though
What makes Tarantino's "Pulp Fiction" so unique is that
they're
wild genre movies - they are connected to a human
he goes back to the art of storytelling that most modern
movies have lost. It is a satire of Hollywood's glamorized heart. The people in them are not puppets; they're characters
action movies like "Die Hard" or "Lethal Weapon" where living out their lives doing what they do."
The situations are inventive and so is the dialogue. A lot of
massive amounts of people get shot up, and the good guys
always win. Tarantino breaks this mold and focuses on one movies these days use flat, functional speech. Characters say
death, a kind of behind the scenes detailing of an event. And only enough to advance the plot, but the characters in "Pulp
Fiction" are in love with their words. Tarantino and Avery
there are no good or bad people, just people.
An all-star cast drives the movie through unpredictable create conversations that involve off-the-wall topics that go
situations. Travolta plays a mid-level hit man, Vincent Vega, beyond superficial small talk. These conversations develop
who carries out assignments for a mob boss. Samuel L. the personalities of the character. We see who they are, and
Jackson plays Vega's partner, Juels. Jackson's performance sometimes even identify with them.

Mike Sarkissian

Ska and Soma
don't mix
The Ska subculture is extremely interesting — it's
rather difficult to create the definitive stereotype of a
Rude boy or Rude girl.The variety of faces that congre
gated at Soma on Saturday, Oct. 15 to skank their hearts
out to the Mighty Mighty Bosstones proved that the Ska
audience is as vast and varied as the music.
Of course, it's ridiculous to pigeonhole the Bosstones
as strictly a Ska band. The boys from Boston play
aggressive guitar rock with firm roots in hardcore punk.
But because of their horn section and suit-and-ties, the
Bosstones meimmediately linked to the Ska family tree.
The bulk of their set featured songs from their recent
release, Question the Answers. But the evening was
littered with a gallery of Bosstones favorites. The band
seemed to respond quite favorably to the audience,
encouraging fans to stage dive and earning brownie
points by taking requests.
Chunks of noise pummeled the Crowd—the Bosstones
were at their bast when they took no prisoners. "I Lost
My Wallet" may have hail aquirky title, but thesong was
sheer exhilaration. Slabs of horns, drumbeats and throb
bing basslines melded together to form a well-executed
dissonance that one could easily dance to.
I'm not much of a Ska freak, but I could respect the
Bosstones' musical ability. The band is really good at
what they do. Their many yearsof experience shows —
their live performance is without equal.
B ut as always, theSoma experience left something to
be desired, I somehow managed to tolerate the venue
during the Pavement show lastmonth, mainly because of
the ultra-cool attitude of the audience.
The Bosstones crowd was far from inviting. The
diversity of the crowd wasn 't the problem—there were
long-haired headbanger types, neo-grunge hipsters and
the typical Scooter boys and girls. But, there seemed to
be a collective mean streak running through the crowd.
People were rude to each other — kicking, punching,
yelling and blowing cigarette smoke in unsuspecting
faces.
Granted, it was a Bosstones concerts, not a tea party.
But thereare certain rulesof thumb one follows at shows
—the most basic one beingdon't hit anybody. And well,
let's just say conduct was less than admirable.
But it was at Soma, so one can't expect that much in
The opening band, Face To Face, was a straight
forward punk quartet that made no bones about their
musical business. The songs were simple — nothing
more than three chords. The lyrics were teenage angstfilled narratives in the spirit of all great punk rock. Face
To Face were really good at what they did—playing in
your face punk rock.
If I were more of a Bosstones fart, there is no doubt the
show would have been a classic. But unfortunately (or
fortunately,1 haven'ldecided whitchj.Tm notaBosstones
fan. Since the crowd didn't suit my fancy, it was really
tough toget into the music. Ultimately, 1 ended up being
disappointed with whole experience.
But that's not the Bosstones* fault — they are still
awesome musicians. The blame rests with Lcn Paul and
Soma and points to the glaringly apparent lack of areally
good all ages venue in San Diego.

Joey Santos
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LOCAL, NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL ENTER
TAINMENT NEWS

MUSIC... Following the footsteps of its sister soap, "Beverly Hills 90210,"
the other Fox fluff drama, "Melrose Place," has released its very own
soundtrack featuring the hottest "alternative" rock acts in music today. The
album features Aimee Mann, Urge Overkill, James, Paul Westerberg and
New York City's most infamous golfers, Dinosaur Jr. ... Speaking of
Dinosaur Jr., founding member Lou Barlow's new group, indie icons
Sebadoh, recently made an appearance on the Conan 'O Brien show... If you
caught the Jimmy Page-Robert Plant reunion and really wish you could
have been there, don't despair. According to MTV News, the two musical
mystics are preparing for a world tour. There are also plans to release a
recording of the "Un-Ledded" special later this month ... MOVIES ...
"Land BeforeTime" fans, Soundbites has good news! MCA/Universal will
release "The Land Before Time II: The Great Valley Adventure" on
home video just in time for Christmas this year.

Liv Tyler, Alicia Silverstone's
co-star in the Aerosmith video,
tkCrazy," has moved on to the
big screen. Steven Tyler's off
spring is set to play a protective
older sibling in the film, "Silent
Fall," a psychological drama
starring Richard Dreyfuss,
Linda Hamilton and John
Lithgow.

llll

Yes, there is Hope in the near
future! Hope Sandoval, that
is. Mazzy Star will make an
appearance at Montezuma
Hall with the Jesus and Mary
Chain on November 28 at
Montezuma Hall at SDSU.
Check out "Sometimes Al
ways,"Sandoval's killer duet
with the Jesus and Mary
Chain, which has been get
ting heavy airplay on MTV.

Various Artists
Clerks—Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack
Chaos/Columbia

Big Chief
Platinum Jive
Capitol Records
Big Chief is yet another Sub Pop band to graduate to the
majors with its new album Platinum Jive. The most that can
be said about it is that they have not lost their sense of humor.
The album insert is smothered with band member introduc
tion propaganda including a parody of "Maximum Rock and
Roll" ("Maximum Cock N Bull") magazine with a cover that
reads, "Matt Sells Out — Everyone pissed," which is a
creative fuck you to whining fans. Their "Greatest Hits"
songs that contain dates past the current year are truly repre
sentative of their music, but an illusion to those who do not
scrutinize.
It seems as though past album projects like Face became
too mainstream for their own good so instead of developing
that into a good band that rocked decently, they developed
into a gimmick. The fans may take this as an insult to the
dedication of fanship, but Big Chief doesn't care, they just
make fun of it. This is exactly what has prompted me to like
this album. It has attained what many albums lack — direc
tion.
Direction is exquisite in a serious rock band, but in such a
comical band, it takes years todevelop. This is the pure genius
of Platinum Jive. It attempts to create years of history and
development of their music even beyond the current years.
And in order to please both the Weird A1 Yankovick typesand
the Nirvana types without either of them knowing. Big Chief
is omnipotent with Platinum Jive. Every idea that was at
tempted in this album, musically and graphically, is trium
phant. It may not attain the desired platinum success, but
surely it is an excellent album for any owner.

— Chris Woo

Much can be told about a movie by its
accompanying soundtrack. Such as in the
case of the "Singles" motion picture
soundtrack, each song (with the excep
tion of one, "Drown" by Smashing Pump
kins) revolved around the theme of each
band's origin being Seatde. With the
"Clerks" motion picturesoundtrack, there
is no such noble truth.
The "Clerks" soundtrack formulates
its own answer to the "S ingles" soundtrack
that is a general "fuck you" to any pro
spective corporate band vendetta, but at
the same lime its structure is faindy simi
lar to that exact soundtrack. To begin, exReplacements memberTommyStinson's
new band Bash & Pop makes the assimi
lation to another former Replacement,
Paul Westerberg. Bad Religion throbs as
the heavy Soundgarden would if they
were more preachy.
Next , Love Among Freaks, a little
known independent band, like Pearl Jam
was before "Singles," is the only band to
play on two tracks, like Pearl Jam. Then
a cosmic blunder from San Diego's own
Supernova whose comical "Chewbacca"
is kin to any given Mudhoney song. Fi
nally, there is a run-of-the-mill Alice In
Chains song that sounds like exactly that.
It is unfortunate that such bands as
Alice In Chains and Soul Asylum stain
the soundtrack powered with power
chords. Bash & Pop is no Replacements
either. But when all is said and done, the
album which interweaves comical sound
bites bears some winners.
"Panic In Cicero" by The Jesus Lizard
is a step off the deep end that exploits
numerous explosions. "Kill The Sex
Player" meanders with equal force, but
the highlight is Seaweed's cover of
Fleetwood Mac's "You Can Go Your

Alyssa Miiano, the former
Saraantha Miceeli of the
Tony Danza sitcom "Who's
The Boss," will co-star in
the movie adaptation of the
popular Nintendo video
game, "Double Dragon."
Milano plays the leader of
a renegade karate gang, the
Power Corps, who must
take back her captive city
from the evil tycoon Koga
Shuko, played by Robert
Patrick (the Ti00 in "Ter
minator"). The movie
opens mid-November.

Own Way."
In retrospect, the soundtrack aims to
please both the mainstream and nonmainstream, which is fortunately a key
to a successful movie. Unfortunately,
this is a soundtrack.

— Chris Woo

This Picture
City of Sin
Dedicated/Arista Records
Call it the "Rocky" legacy.
When you think of the 1980s, what
comes to mind? Breakdancers, "valley
girl" and yuppies? All are respectable
answers, but let's not forget (much as
we'd like to) the "Rocky" movies, the
pinnacle of '80s cheesiness that ended
more careers than the Iran-contra scan
dal! Of course, these films had another
latent danger... their soundtracks. Bands
like Survivor, Robert Tepper Project
and Journey eroded their way into the
American musical subconscious, more
often than not with disastrous results.
Mercifully, this disturbing trend
ended some years ago —paving the
way for an even more nauseating musi
cal atrocity in the form of the New Kids
on the Block— but for the most part
Americans felt it was safe to tum on the
radio again. But like so many popculture accidents, '80s American-style
"art rock" sprouted up in England, an
event that may very well explain why
the English seem so dam depressed .
The band is called This Picture, and
City of Sin is its third album —not that
you would really be able to tell— and in
general is a veritable pantheon of medi
ocrity. It is a musical auto accident;
much as listeners don't want to get
involved, some twisted force compels
them to listen, in the same way as an
auto accident compels passersby to stare.
I am trying to be impartial in listening to
this, but I have been silent too long. This
Picture must be stopped.

The band's strategy forcoercing such
compulsionsisadmittedly well-crafted.
The opening track, "The Great Es
cape" is hopeful; listeners get addicted
quickly —this song isn't half bad—
but listeners should heed the title's
warning; Escape now, before they pass
the point of no return. "Heart of An
other Man" sounds like the theme from
a "Rocky" movie (but then, so does
two-thirds of the album) —the chorus
actually begs, "Give me the strength to
fight back/ give me the strength I need/
give me the heart of another man/ and
I'll give you the love in me!" I haven't
heard lyrics like that in 10 years! But
then again, the album was produced by
Rupert Hine, who had a hand in many
'80s bands' albums, so he may be at
least partly to blame.
"Sycamore Seeds" sounds like an
overlong, pathetic rip-off of U2's
"One," while "Hand on My Soul"
sounds likea vague ripoff of a Toad the
Wet Sprocket song. Much of the album
proceeds in the same way; "original
ity" is apparently not in the band's
vocabulary. I wish I could claim that
there are some redeeming qualities to
City of Sin, but I can't. When vocalist
Symon Bye sings, "Welcome to the
city of sin," on the title track, listeners
wonder, "What did I ever do to deserve
this?"
The British finally got back at us for
winning the Revolutionary War by
sending us Morrissey a few years back.
Yet just when things were returning to
normal, the European music market
was invaded by Billy Ray Cyrus, creat
ing yet another rift in the already frag
ile tapestry of international relations.
The British are famous for their dry
sense of humor. I think I know exactly
what they are up to by sending us This
Picture.
Getting revenge.

— Matt Morgan
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CONCERTS
THURSDAY
The Charles McPherson Quartet
featuring Teddy Edwards: Ath

enaeum Music and Arts Library, 7:30
p.m., 1008 Wall Street, La Jolla.
454-5872.
The Dambuilders, the Poster
Children, and Silkworm: Casbah,
8:30 p.m., 2501 Kettner Boulevard.

232-4355.

FRIDAY
Tim McGraw and Little Texas and
Blackhawk: San Diego Sports

Arena, 7:30 p.m., 220-TIXS.
Live, Weezer, and the Fatima
Mansions: UCSD Price Center

Ballroom, 8 p.m., UCSD campus.
220-TIXS.
The Ike Turner Revue: The Cafe, 8

p.m., 10475 San Diego Mission
Road, Mission Valley. 220-TIXS.
The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion,
Clikitat Ikatowi, and the Demoli
tion Dollrods: Casbah, 9 p.m., 2501

Kettner Boulevard. 232-4355.

Gordon Quintet: Rancho Buena Vista

The B Sharp Jazz Quartet: Horton

Adobe, 2 p.m., 640 Alta Vista Drive,
Vista. 724-5065.

Grand Hotel, 8:30 and 10:15 p.m., 311
Island Avenue, downtown.
544-1886.

TUESDAY

Magic Dick, J Geils, and the
Swingin' Kings: Belly Up Tavern, 8

SATURDAY

.38 Special: Coach House, 8 p.m.,

33157 Camino Capistrani, San Juan
Capistrano.
220-TIXS.

p.m., 143 South Cedros Avenue,
Solana Beach. 481-8140.

"Casbah/91X Eighth Annual Hallow
een Party" featuring Lucy's Fur
Coat, fluf, Uncle Joe's Big 01'
Driver, Inch, Deadbolt, Charotrick,
and the B-side Players: Red Lion

Overwhelming Colorfast and Mercy
Rule: Casbah, 8:30 p.m., 2501 Kettner

.38 Special: The Cafe, 8 p.m., 10475
San Diego Mission Road, Mission
Valley. 220-TIXS.

MONDAY
"Halloween Party n at the Casbah"
with the Rugburns and Skinbus:

Coco Montoya: Blind Melons, 9 p.m.,

710 Garnet Avenue, Pacific Beach.
483-7844.

Casbah, 9 p.m., 2501 Kettner Boule
vard. 232-4355.

Barrington Levy: Maxi's, 9 p.m.,
Camino del Rio South, Mission Valley.
296-9334.

Green Day and Pansy Division: San

Diego Sports Arena, 7:30 p.m., 220TIXS.

"Halloween Party H" featuring
Cynical Man, the Spoilers, Blood
Fruit, Method, and Durango 95:

Maldita Vecinidad: Montezuma Hall,

8 p.m., San Diego State University
campus. 220-TIXS.

The Gary Burton Quartet with
Rebecca Parris and the Bobby

Various Artists

USD Founders Chapel
Holy Day Mass Schedule

Backyard Records

November 1
All Saints Day
7:00 a.m., 12:20 p.m., 5:00 p.m.
November 2
All Souls Day
7:00 a.m., 12:20 p.m. (Spanish), 5:00 p.m.

Throughout his musical career, Tom Petty
has remained a seemingly honest musician
from his insightful music videos to his quick
song writingof "Peace In L.A." after the L.A.
riots. His wrinkled skin and nonchalant com
plexion implies abuse from the pains of the
music industry, thus the name of his backing
band, the Heartbreakers. Although television
appearance may improve his facial cosmet
ics, he is not about looks. He is a trueexample
of where apathy meets the benevolent musi
cian who has struggled and succeeded
throughout numerous albums and more im
portantly, times.
You Got Lucky is a compilation of Tom
Petty songs covered by some primal indepen
dent label recording artists whodelegate their
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Kenny Neal: Blind Melons, 9 p.m.,

You Got Lucky • A Tri bute To Tom
Petty

I

Duke Robillard and the Crawlin'
Kingsnakes: Belly Up Tavern, 9

p.m., 143 South Cedros Avenue,
Solana Beach. 481-8140.

Copley Symphony Hall, 8 p.m., 750 B
Street, downtown. 220-TIXS.

SUNDAY

I

Cop Shoot Cop and Slug: Casbah,
8:30 p.m., 2501 Kettner Boulevard.
232-4355.

Lyle Lovett and His Large Band:

Spirit, 8 p.m., 1130 Buenos Street, Bay
Park. 276-3993.

, EQUIPMENT PROVIDED FREE'
• NO CREDIT REQUIRED
• NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED

WEDNESDAY

Boulevard. 232-4355.

Hotel, 8 p.m., 7450 Hazard Center
Drive, Mission Valley. 232-HELL.
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710 Garnet Avenue, Pacific Beach.
483-7844.
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own interpretations to capture the spirit of
Petty and their own bands. The highlight of
the disc is the cover of "Breakdown" by
Engine Kid. Others seem to fall by the way
side and that is understandable. It is as diffi
cult to capture the feeling of a Tom Petty
song as it is difficult to do justice to a Hendrix
song. The latter contains glimmering tech
nique while the former is triumphant in the
world of simplicity. Simplicity is the rooted
structure of the folk song. Simplicity is also
the rooted structure of the pop song, which is
now predominantly alternative music.
The CMJ alternative music convention in
New York last September may have been the
inception of thisTom Petty compilation since
Everclear, Engine Kid, Silkworm, Fig Dish,
aMiniature and Edsel, all bands on You Got
Lucky , performed. Unfortunately, since it
comprises such a youthful group, the nostal
gia of past Petty songs is lost.

— Chris Woo

Hawaii
$99 f
Paris
London
Tokyo
Washington D.C.
Boston

$189*
$245*
$259*
$179*
$179*

•Above faresare each wayfrom San DiesoorLos Angeles
based on roundtnp purchase. Restrictions apply and
taxes notincluded. Callfor otherworldwidedestinations.

I D Cards)
Around the World fares as low as $12991 Ask for Debby.

1995 ISICS available now! (International Student

Council Travel

953 Garnet Ave. • San Diego, CA 92109

270-640-i

Open Saturdays 10 am - 2 pm
Call for a FREE Student Travels magazine.
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